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The Role of Oil and Gas Companies in the Energy Transition

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A

s the third decade of 21st century begins,
the oil and gas industry faces opposition
from a public greatly concerned with the
environmental impact of fossil fuels, ever-more skeptical
shareholders, and challenges from policy makers seeking to simultaneously meet decarbonization goals and
expected oil and gas demand. Amidst a global energy
transition, the demand, financial, and social future of oil
and gas companies is increasingly in question.
However, even with these obstacles, oil and gas remain
an important part of the energy mix, especially in
developing regions. The International Energy Agency’s
Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS) and the Shell
Sky Scenario—both aggressive decarbonization forecasts—show an ongoing, long-term role for oil and gas,
even while demand levels are reduced from where they
stand today. In the United States, India, and China—the
three largest greenhouse gas emitters—natural gas in
particular has the potential to remain an integral component of the low carbon energy transition for decades to
come, depending on the policy mechanisms and technologies in place.
The challenge for the oil and gas industry is to both
engage and adapt to a changing policy and investment
landscape, but also to evolve in ways which don’t simply
support but contribute and perhaps even lead efforts to
decarbonize the energy system.
Around the world there is at least a gradual shift from
policies that have supported oil and gas production to
policies that instead are starting to disincentivize fossil
fuels, including carbon pricing and the European Union’s
Emission Trading Scheme. In addition to disincentives,
many governments are encouraging the use of substitute technology and fuel, especially renewable energy.
A third method of decreasing carbon use is the organization of circular economies, in which materials are
reused or recycled instead of disposed of at the end of
their service life.
Investors are also becoming a strategic driver of decarbonization action, growing increasingly attuned to the
demand horizon for hydrocarbons and shifting attention
to the environmental impact of oil and gas production
through Environment Social Governance (ESG)-focused
investing. Stranded asset risk is a significant concern
for shareholders as the future energy mix takes shape.
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Oil and gas companies are responding by looking at
where and how they do business and confronting a
rethink of business models in a decarbonizing world.
These companies have a range of tools when it comes
to engaging with decarbonization efforts in ways which
allow their participation in the decarbonizing economy.
Where energy demand is growing rapidly, oil and gas
companies can endeavor to support coal-to-gas switching and investing in infrastructure that enables electrification to meet end user demand and support lower
GHG upstream operations. Companies can also focus
on using renewables and new technologies not just as
a hedge against demand risk or to decarbonize their
production, but to leverage their expertise with supply
chains and market development to support low carbon
energy deployment in the energy transition on-thewhole. How oil and gas companies choose to engage
with the low carbon energy transition may determine
how they are viewed by shareholders, governments, and
the general public.
In order for oil and gas companies to be successful in
their efforts—not only to survive the low carbon energy
transition—but also to support and lead it, this report
recommends that they take the following steps:

• Build strategies for low carbon business models
that minimize carbon use while remaining profitable, and articulate these strategies clearly to
markets and other stakeholders.

• Support the development of ESG metrics that are

transparent, objective, and accessible to investors.

• Invest in the promising concepts of net zero emissions and the circular economy while adhering to
the nationally determined contributions model of
the Paris Agreement.

• Encourage the growth of international carbon

markets through Article 6 of the Paris Agreement,
and expand the possibilities for joint cross-border
projects for emissions reduction.

• Develop a workforce strategy that leverages the
above into restoring oil and gas as an attractive
destination for younger talent concerned about
the ESG footprint and stranded asset risk of the
industry.
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INTRODUCTION

C

limate change has taken on new urgency as
extreme weather becomes more frequent
and captures global headlines, increasingly
dire reports are published in multiple sources, and international protests are beginning to seize the collective
imagination. The world’s largest greenhouse gas (GHG)
emitters—China, the United States, the European Union,
Japan, Australia, and Canada—are “insufficient” in
meeting their Paris Agreement commitments, according to Carbon Action Tracker.1

In this context, a wide range of political and environmental leaders have become wary of the future role
of oil and gas companies and are now advocating for
the complete removal of fossil fuels from the energy
system. The oil and gas industry is under increasing
pressure from governments, investors, and the public
to support the decarbonization of the energy system.
In turn, financial markets have soured on the sector,
as investors have become uncertain about the future
growth case for oil and gas; the energy sector of the
US S&P 500 has fallen by 48 percent since 2015, easily
making it the worst performing sector in the index
during that period.2 While lower oil and gas prices since
2014 have proved to be the major headwind to sector
performance, the sector outlook is also increasingly
clouded by the prospect of policies seeking to decarbonize or lower emissions in the fuel and power sectors. Such policies have caused an increasing number
of investors to contemplate the growing possibility of

a ceiling for future hydrocarbon demand, absent viable
emissions mitigation.
But such pressure does not necessarily imply that there
is no future for oil and gas. Rather, continued expected
growth in global energy demand—and its potential
to outpace the deployment of alternative, non-fossil
sources of energy—presents a dual challenge for oil and
gas producing companies. Companies must manage
a range of policy, investor, and societal pressures to
move to a low-carbon energy system while still meeting
expected global oil and gas demand over the long term.
To be clear, this report is not making an argument for the
status quo. Entering the COP25 discussions in Madrid,
Spain, the United Nations (UN) Environmental Program
has documented that the world is not on track to hit
the goal of holding the increase in global temperature above pre-industrial levels to 1.5 degrees Celsius
by 2050, but it is in fact much more likely to reach 3.2
degrees Celsius.3 While the oil and gas industry has
been viewed as a laggard on climate action,4 the world’s
leading oil and gas companies have been rapidly mobilizing over the past several years to prepare for a lower
carbon economy.
The energy transition raises existential questions for the
oil and gas industry. How can hydrocarbons companies
manage a shifting strategic landscape while providing
returns to shareholders—and not only survive but also
find a way to play a leading role in the decarbonization

1 “Countries—Climate Action Tracker,” Climate Action Tracker, accessed December 22, 2019, http://climateactiontracker.org/countries/.
2 Lewis Krauskopf, “No Ready Spark Seen for Lagging U.S. Energy Shares,” Reuters, August 25, 2019, http://reuters.com/article/us-usa-energy-stocksanalysis/no-ready-spark-seen-for-lagging-u-s-energy-shares-idUSKCN1VF0DU.
3 Somini Sengupta, “‘Bleak’ U.N. Report on a Planet in Peril Looms Over New Climate Talks,” New York Times, November 6, 2019, http://nytimes.
com/2019/11/26/climate/greenhouse-gas-emissions-carbon.html.
4 Zack Colman, “Democrats’ Newest Climate Platform: Hammering Fossil Fuel Companies,” Politico, August 13, 2019, http://politico.com/
story/2019/08/12/democratic-candidates-climate-change-fossil-fuels-1646702.
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Inflated balloons are seen during a Global Climate Strike, part of the “Fridays for Future” movement, in Cologne, Germany,
November 29, 2019. REUTERS/Thilo Schmuelgen

story? To navigate this challenge, the oil and gas sector
is now responding in several ways:

• Diversifying business models to emphasize cus-

tomer-facing downstream opportunities around
electrification and energy services, particularly
opportunities around coal-to-gas switching or
lower GHG-intensity oil and gas as a complement to renewables.

• Supporting the growth of deep decarbonization
technologies for oil and gas at the company and
industry level, including carbon capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS); methane efficiency;
zero-emissions production; and hydrogen.

• Reexamining geography and geopolitics to
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reduce exposure to potential “stranded assets,”
particularly long cycle oil projects in high cost or
high political risk jurisdictions, while identifying
projects or partnerships in jurisdictions with
more long-term oil and gas demand.

• Adopting climate-focused Environment Social

Governance (ESG) principles into business
models; organizing messaging to markets, governments, and the public about both the energy
transition and the expected need for oil and gas
for decades to come, as well as the value of oil
and gas companies in building the next generation of clean energy resources and technologies.

There are multiple drivers of this mobilization, and they
include pressure from the public, regulators, sharehold-
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A NOTE ON
TERMINOLOGY
This paper adopts the term “low
carbon transition” rather than “energy
transition,” “net zero emissions,” or
even more specific language like
“Paris Agreement-compliant.” We
prefer “low carbon transition,” as it is a
broader and more inclusive taxonomy
that accurately captures the largest
slice of empirical reality. On one hand,
the term “energy transition” itself
implies a shift away from fossil fuels,
where as “low carbon transition” is
intended to suggest a focus on the
overall lowering of GHG emissions
from the energy sector independent
of fuel or technology. On the other,
terms like “net zero emissions” or
“Paris Agreement compliant” are too
specific and exclude a wide range of
industry and government actions that
are moving in the direction of a low
carbon transition, although not yet at
a scale or intensity to reach net zero
or the Paris Agreement’s 1.5 degree
scenario. Still, we will argue that net
zero and the Paris Agreement are key
drivers of the transition, and that they
have emerged as the targets by which
international oil and gas companies
will be measured.

ers, and even employees.5 The oil and gas sector also
sees the potential for substantial new business opportunities, from coal-to-gas fuel switching to advanced
biofuels to offshore wind. It is up to the industry to do a
better job explaining the future role for oil and gas and
how it will adapt to a lower carbon economy. Beyond
adaptation, stronger communication of the value oil and
gas companies can bring to emerging technologies and
business models in the energy transition, through application of expertise in supply chains, capital allocation,
and technological deployment, can position companies
as allies rather than adversaries. In doing so, companies
can go beyond making the case for oil and gas to also
explain their value in a time of rapid energy transition.
To explore these issues, this paper will do the following:
1. Examine the policy trends and consumer expectations that are driving the low carbon energy
transition, and determine which are beginning to
manifest in major shifts in the allocation of investment capital and energy supply, demand, and
transformation.
2. Evaluate strategies being developed by the
global oil and gas sector, particularly publicly-traded international oil companies, to manage
the energy transition.
3. Assess the role of policy as both a potential
enabler and disruptor of the role of international
oil and gas companies in the energy transition,
in addition to geopolitical factors and “black
swans” that might further shape the energy
landscape.
4. Outline a case study that delineates the challenges, hurdles, and opportunities that the oil
and gas sector will face in managing the energy
transition.

5 Leslie Hook, “Oil and Gas Advertising Spree Signals Industry’s Dilemma,”
Financial Times, March 6, 2019, http://ft.com/content/5ab7edb2-336611e9-bd3a-8b2a211d90d5.
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KEY DRIVERS OF THE LOW
CARBON TRANSITION
DEMAND PICTURE

The likelihood of these scenarios materializing is primarily a question of politics rather than technology. Given
that many of the targeted decarbonization technolo-
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central argument of this report is that
oil and gas will remain part of the global
energy mix during an extended period
of low carbon transition. Many deep decarbonization
pathways and scenarios articulate a total or near-total transition away from fossil fuels, both at the global
level and in key energy consuming states. Our analysis
of oil and gas’ ongoing role is based on two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that even some of the
most stringent decarbonization scenarios—such as
the International Energy Agency (IEA) Sustainable
Development Scenario and the Shell Sky Scenario—
show an ongoing, long-term role for oil and gas, albeit
at reduced levels from current demand or the businessas-usual case. The Sustainable Development Scenario
(SDS) maintains global liquids demand at 66.7 million barrels per day (mm bpd) in 2040, or 30 percent
below 2018 levels. The shift is buttressed by significant
growth in electric vehicles, energy efficiency, biofuels,
and hydrogen. Gas demand in the SDS is predicted to
remain flat in 2040 from 2018 levels, at 3,854 billion
cubic meters (bcm) per year versus 3,952 bcm per year.
Shell’s Sky Scenario, built around the objective of economy-wide net zero emissions globally by 2070, predicts
oil demand at 4 percent and natural gas demand at 8
percent below 2015 levels by 2050.6 Bloomberg New
Energy Finance, which emphasizes the role of renewables in its scenarios, shows gas-fired power growing
at 0.6 percent per year until 2050, as well as a reduction of 24.4 mbd of oil demand from the transportation
sector—a future with significant use of hydrocarbons.7
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gies are technically feasible and, in many cases, commercially viable8—although not necessarily at scale
across all sectors—a key unknown is whether governments will mobilize to provide policy frameworks to
enable an accelerated transformation of the economy
on the scale envisioned by SDS or Sky, or whether the
market will be the primary force behind decarbonization. Without those frameworks in place, the probability of such transformation occurring in reaction to the
market alone is unlikely. To date, as the recently released
UN Environment Programme data show, governments
are showing little capacity to implement decarbonization policies that are consistent with the goals of the
Paris Agreement.9 This is particularly true in the fast
growing Asian regions. Even in the SDS scenario, gas
demand in Asia is expected to jump from 815 bcm in
2018 to 1322 bcm by 2040.
It is possible or even probable that political dynamics
surrounding climate policy will shift, and government

6 “World Energy Outlook 2019 Highlights Deep Disparities in the Global Energy System - News,” International Energy Agency, November 13, 2019,
http://iea.org/news/world-energy-outlook-2019-highlights-deep-disparities-in-the-global-energy-system; “Sky Scenario,” Shell Global, accessed
December 23, 2019, http://shell.com/energy-and-innovation/the-energy-future/scenarios/shell-scenario-sky.html.
7 New Energy Outlook 2019, Executive Summary, Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2019, https://bnef.turtl.co/story/neo2019/?teaser=true; Daisy
Maugouber and David Doherty, “Three Shifts in Road Transport That Threaten to Disrupt Oil Demand,” Bloomberg New Energy Finance, June 17, 2019,
http://about.bnef.com/blog/three-drivers-curbing-oil-demand-road-transport/.
8 Many studies assess the technical and commercial viability of decarbonization technologies and the potential to get to net zero emissions. A
2019 study from the European Climate Foundation found that 75% of the technologies necessary to take Europe to net zero by 2050; see https://
europeanclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/NZ2050-from-whether-to-how.pdf. Another useful study from IEEJ looks at “pragmatic”
approaches to GHG mitigation including “total cost minimization” as the most politically realistic pathway to achieve Paris Agreement goals. See IEEJ
Outlook 2020, Institute of Energy Economics, Japan, October 2019, http://eneken.ieej.or.jp/data/8650.pdf.
9 Nsikan Akpan, “Only 2 Countries Are Meeting Their Climate Pledges. Here’s How the 10 Worst Could Improve,” Public Broadcasting Service, September
26, 2019, http://pbs.org/newshour/science/only-2-countries-are-meeting-their-climate-pledges-heres-how-the-10-worst-could-improve.
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policies will move more aggressively to decarbonize.
Such actions would likely take oil and gas demand
to levels projected by SDS and Sky, but not to a “no
fossil fuels” scenario level. Jurisdictions including the
United Kingdom, California, New Zealand, and—most
recently—the entire European Union, have implemented net zero emissions policies for 2050.10 Yet these
plans, while legislatively binding, have yet to demonstrate that the necessary regulatory follow-through at
the industry- or consumer-level will be sustained over
time. Meanwhile, such regulatory efforts may be diluted
by voter backlash or industry lobbying in the course of
implementation.
Furthermore, net zero emissions objectives and policies, such as those proposed in Europe and other
Western nations, are comprehensive and direction-setting, but most countries committed to net zero emissions exclude some of the world’s largest emitters, such
as the United States, India, and China.11
Still, these large emitters have sector-level energy and
environmental policies in place that are supporting
the low carbon transition, and they are arguably more
advanced and well-established than most other emitters in the developing world. Notably, in these three
large markets, natural gas is a key element of supporting the low carbon transition.

CHINA AND INDIA

C

hina and, to a greater extent, India are building
energy strategies that address both air quality and
emissions concerns, as well as establish expectations
for continued growth in energy demand. Just as the
energy shocks and insecurity of the 1970s drove US
energy policy, including the eventual development of
unconventional oil and gas, China and India now face a

similar top-down strategic imperative in managing the
“trilemma”: supporting rapid demand growth, maintaining secure supply, and supporting sustainable air,
water, and land management.12
China has prioritized the use of natural gas as city gas
to displace residential and commercial coal heating,
which has been a large source of GHG emissions and
pollutants like particulate matter, among other things.13
India has replaced China as the home of the highest
number of cities with the world’s poorest air quality14
and also views gas imports as part of the solution for
cleaner cooking and transportation fuels, as well as
power generation to back up surging solar capacity.15
Bold electrification and decarbonization targets set by
Beijing and Delhi have followed.
However, neither China nor India has the abundant
low-cost natural gas resources to switch away from
coal. China, producing only 19.4 bcf/d in 2018, has
increased its natural gas imports by 30 percent since
2010, becoming a major destination for Qatar, Australia,
the United States, and, most recently, Russia.16 India is
even more supply-constrained on gas than China.
China and India have sufficiently high primary energy
consumption demand growth such that the “all of the
above” strategy is critical, shaping a low carbon transition that includes natural gas in addition to a broader
portfolio of fuels and technologies.17
As a result, even though China and India have announced
and pursued policies which have been widely publicized
as having the potential to reshape their demand pictures, the breadth of their energy mixes indicates that
the question is not whether oil and gas will be part of
the transition in China and India (and the rest of East
and Southeast Asia where similar dynamics apply),

10 “UK Becomes First Major Economy to Pass Net Zero Emissions Law,” Department for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy, UK Government,
Gov.UK, June 27, 2019, http://gov.uk/government/news/uk-becomes-first-major-economy-to-pass-net-zero-emissions-law; David Roberts,
“California Gov. Jerry Brown Casually Unveils History’s Most Ambitious Climate Target,” Vox, September 12, 2018, http://vox.com/energy-andenvironment/2018/9/11/17844896/california-jerry-brown-carbon-neutral-2045-climate-change; Laurel Wamsley, “New Zealand Commits To Being
Carbon Neutral By 2050 - With A Big Loophole,” NPR, November 7, 2019, http://npr.org/2019/11/07/777259573/new-zealand-commits-to-beingcarbon-neutral-by-2050-with-a-big-loophole; Fiona Harvey and Jennifer Rankin, “Proposed EU-Wide ‘Climate Law’ Would Set Net-Zero Carbon Target
by 2050,” The Guardian, November 29, 2019, http://theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/29/first-eu-wide-climate-law-to-set-net-zero-carbon-targetby-2050; Emre Peker, “EU Pledges to Cut Greenhouse-Gas Emissions to Net-Zero by 2050,” Wall Street Journal, December 13, 2019, http://wsj.com/
articles/eu-to-cut-greenhouse-gas-emissions-to-zero-by-2050-11576203017.
11 Somini Sengupta and Nadja Popovich, “More Than 60 Countries Say They’ll Zero Out Carbon Emissions. The Catch? They’re Not the Big
Emitters.,” New York Times, September 25, 2019, http://nytimes.com/interactive/2019/09/25/climate/un-net-zero-emissions.html?auth=loginemail&login=email.
12 “World Energy Trilemma Index: 2019,” World Energy Council, 2019, http://worldenergy.org/publications/entry/world-energy-trilemma-index-2019.
13 Chen Aizhu and David Stanway, “China Expands Switch from Polluting Coal Heating in 2018: Environment Minister,” Reuters, March 11, 2019, http://
reuters.com/article/us-china-parliament-environment-gas/china-expands-switch-from-polluting-coal-heating-in-2018-environment-ministeridUSKBN1QS0QB.
14 Manas Sharma, “World’s Worst Air: India’s Pollution Crisis in Perspective,” Reuters, November 8, 2019, http://reuters.com/article/us-india-pollutionmap-graphic/worlds-worst-air-indias-pollution-crisis-in-perspective-idUSKBN1XI19Y.
15 Nidhi Verma, “Global Oil Majors See Surge in Indian Demand for Natural Gas,” Reuters, October 14, 2019, http://reuters.com/article/us-energy-indiagas/global-oil-majors-see-surge-in-indian-demand-for-natural-gas-idUSKBN1WT1QI.
16 “China Adds Incentives for Domestic Natural Gas Production as Imports Increase,” US Energy Information Administration, October 23, 2019, http://eia.
gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=41773.
17 There are notable differences in the SDS and STEPS scenarios for China and India. Both show significant primary energy consumption growth in the
STEPS scenario, but China actually sees contraction of demand growth in the SDS, with consumption falling from 3187mtoe in 2018 to 2915mtoe
in 2040. India still shows primary energy consumption growth in SDS, but at less than half the level of STEPS. See World Energy Outlook 2019,
International Energy Agency, p 40.
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FIGURE 2

China a significant financing source for coal-plant projects globally
China has committed or proposed about $36 billion in financing for 102 gigawatts of
coal-fired capacity in 23 countries. That represents more than a quarter of all coal-fired
capacity under development outside of china
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but rather how large their role will be, especially in the
case of natural gas.18
The bottom line is that, despite the increasing penetration of renewable energy and the progress of the low
carbon transition, without radical policy changes, oil
and gas demand is projected to increase until 2035, and
potentially beyond, as developing countries demand
more energy, the demand for plastics surges (their relative share in the mix grows), and the profile of the fuel
mix for aviation and other forms of heavy transportation
changes toward specialized fuel grades.19 Oil and gas
will be included in the energy mix for the foreseeable
future, even if the nature of that picture—shaped by a
range of market and geopolitical concerns—is decidedly different than it has been in the past.

THE UNITED STATES

F

or its part, the United States has undergone rapid
changes in its stated emissions commitments from
the Obama Administration to the Trump Administration.
The Trump Administration’s decision to leave the Paris

Agreement in April 2017 was largely seen by the international community as an abdication of US leadership
on climate policy that was seen as a hallmark of former
President Obama’s second term. The absence of the
United States in the Agreement has been significant,
not only because the United States remains one the
largest carbon emitters in the world, but because the
diplomatic capital brought to the table by the United
States to build consensus has not yet been replaced.20
The continued challenges to implementation of the
Agreement, particularly the politically-fraught negotiations on carbon-trading systems at COP 25 in late
2019, provide an example of how the leadership vacuum
left by the United States is limiting progress towards
global emissions targets.
Domestically, the Trump Administration has largely continued its re-think of the climate and emissions policies
of the Obama presidency. The wind down of the Obamaera Clean Power Plan in favor of the 2019 Affordable
Clean Energy Rule (ACE) represented a step-change in
federal ambition to reduce power sector emissions by
32 percent by 2030 to only 1.5 percent, which, according

18 There are credible zero-emissions scenarios for China but those rely on scaling of hydrogen and biofuels at levels beyond what is implied in the Sky and
SDS scenarios. See for example China 2050: A Fully-Developed Rich Zero-Carbon Economy, Energy Transition Commission, Rocky Mountain Institute,
2019, http://energy-transitions.org/sites/default/files/CHINA_2050_A_FULLY_DEVELOPED_RICH_ZERO_CARBON_ECONOMY_ENGLISH.pdf.
19 “World Energy Outlook 2018 – Scenarios & Analysis,” International Energy Agency, 2018, http://iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2018; “World
Energy Outlook 2019 – Scenarios & Analysis.”
20 Carolyn Beeler, “Top US Leadership Is ‘Missing Ingredient’ in Climate Change Action,” Public Radio International, September 18, 2019, http://pri.org/
stories/2019-09-18/top-us-leadership-missing-ingredient-climate-change-action.
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Pump jacks operate at sunset in an oil field in Midland, Texas, August 22, 2018. REUTERS/Nick Oxford

to Resources for the Future, might increase the number
of coal-fired power plants compared to no-policy.21 In
2018, the Trump Administration had sought to replace
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards
and freeze the “overall industry fuel-economy average”;
however, in November 2019, the administration was
considering a plan, albeit one more modest than that
proposed by the Obama Administration, to increase
fuel efficiency by 1.5 percent per year.22 While the Trump
Administration’s relative disinterest in decarbonization policy has spurred a host of state-level emissions
commitments to decarbonization, the Administration—
overall—has pursued a deregulatory agenda with much
less ambitious climate targets.
Meanwhile, the continued growth of US natural gas
production has had a direct effect on coal consumption, with natural gas representing 35 percent of utili-

ty-scale power generation in 2018. The same year, US
gas consumption increased by 11 percent, adding 14.5
gigawatts (GW) of natural gas capacity compared to
almost 13 GW of coal-fired plant retirements.23 This support has also facilitated continued growth in US natural gas exports, which the Trump Administration has
argued will be necessary to reduce global emissions.
For oil and gas companies, the less-focused approach
to climate and emissions policy by the administration
has presented its own challenges and opportunities.
US international oil companies (IOCs) do not face the
same top-down pressure to rapidly decarbonize as their
European colleagues, but nonetheless remain sensitive
to ESG and, in particular, issues around social license.
As a result, US IOCs have arguably had more flexibility than their EU counterparts. The industry has been

21 Umair Irfan, “Trumps EPA Just Replaced Obamas Signature Climate Policy with a Much Weaker Rule,” Vox, June 19, 2019, http://vox.
com/2019/6/19/18684054/climate-change-clean-power-plan-repeal-affordable-emissions; Amelia T Keyes et al., “The Affordable Clean Energy rule
and the impact of emissions rebound on carbon dioxide and criteria air pollutant emissions,” Environmental Research Letters 14:4, April 9, 2019,
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aafe25/meta.
22 Samantha Oller, “Trump Administration Rethinks Emissions Freeze,” CSP Daily News, November 1, 2019, https://www.cspdailynews.com/fuels/trumpadministration-rethinks-emissions-freeze.
23 “U.S. Natural Gas Production, Consumption, and Exports Set New Records in 2018,” US Energy Information Administration (EIA), November 15, 2019,
http://eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=41955; “Power Sector Pushed Domestic U.S. Natural Gas Consumption to New Record in 2018,” US
Energy Information Administration (EIA), March 25, 2019, http://eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=38812.
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supportive of the Paris Agreement and in some cases
aligned their own emissions goals accordingly.24 Due to
the development of several frameworks for voluntary
methane reductions by industry-led organizations such
as ONE Future and the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative, as
well as the successful opposition to a US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)-proposed rollback of methane regulations, suggests that the industry is recognizing long-term policy trend towards more stringent
emissions and decarbonization standards, even under
a presidential administration with a deregulatory bend
and an eye to unleash US energy exports.25 That said,
smaller producers with less capacity for managing complex regulation have preferred the lighter touch of the
Trump Administration.
This tension has at times been a complicating factor in
industry’s response to the low-carbon transition. New
battlegrounds are emerging in high-production jurisdictions such as the Permian, where producers and
pipeline operators are caught between environmental concerns due to methane flaring and an infrastructure backlog. State-level regulators have thus far been
highly tolerant of flaring permits, primarily out of fear
of disincentivizing production, which has resulted in
record levels of emissions and caught the attention of
environmental groups.26 However, the first non-unanimous approval of a flaring permit by the Texas Railroad
Commission in August 2019, and a recently filed lawsuit against the regulator for lax oversight of natural
gas flaring, suggests that the industry is preparing to
bear more of a burden to limit emissions, whether by
operating under more stringent regulation or paying
for more—and less emissions-prone—infrastructure.27
Looking ahead, an uncertain policy picture in an election year has left the future of US decarbonization at
a crossroads. The topical dominance of climate policy
during the 2020 Democratic primary has led to an
increasingly fervent series of decarbonization and net
zero commitments by candidates in stark contrast to
the policies of the Trump Administration. These range
from a freeze on new LNG export terminals to the
elimination of fracking on federal lands to “complete

decarbonization” by 2050. Whether or not these policy
proposals will shift during a general election is uncertain, as is the likelihood of their implementation following a Democratic electoral victory in November 2020.
However, the significant policy gap on energy and climate between the right and left in the United States
presents its own questions, not only for the global
demand picture but in particular US-based oil and gas
companies, which—despite having taken self-regulatory steps in the past four years—may not be sufficient
to meet the aggressive decarbonization policies proposed by a Democratic White House.

POLICY PICTURE

P

olicies linked to the low carbon transition will have
significant impact on the oil and gas sector from
three directions, even if demand continues to exist. The
oil and gas sector has an existential interest in these
policy frameworks.

The first direction is a shift from policies that have historically supported oil and gas production to instead
begin disincentivizing those products. Disincentives
are generally associated with carbon taxes, which have
wide support as an effective way to reduce GHG emissions through the more efficient use of emissions-intensive resources. Yet few countries have implemented
carbon taxes at a level sufficient to materially change
consumer behavior on fossil fuels or eliminate the need
for further subsidies for electric vehicles.28 Methane
flaring restrictions or permitting regulation, either at a
multinational level, such as the EU’s Emission Trading
Scheme (ETS),29 or subnational regimes such as the
permitting process by the Texas Railroad Commission,
exemplify additional policy levers which could disincentivize or inhibit emissions-intensive resources.
The second direction is a suite of policies that are
intended to encourage the use of substitute technology and fuel, particularly renewable energy. Moves
toward Green New Deal-type policies aim for 100 percent renewables, and may even seek to punish the oil

24 Alex Nussbaum and Joe Carroll, “Exxon and Conoco Reiterate Support for Paris Climate Deal,” Bloomberg, May 31, 2017, http://bloomberg.com/
news/articles/2017-05-31/exxon-conoco-back-paris-climate-deal-as-trump-weighs-pact-exit; Chevron Announces Emissions Cut Target Aligned with
Paris Climate Change Agreement,” The Washington Post, February 8, 2019, http://washingtonpost.com/business/economy/chevron-announcesemissions-cut-target-aligned-with-paris-climate-change-agreement/2019/02/07/bc6a4004-2ad9-11e9-b011-d8500644dc98_story.html.
25 Clifford Krauss, “Trump’s Methane Rule Rollback Divides Oil and Gas Industry,” New York Times, August 29, 2019, http://nytimes.com/2019/08/29/
business/energy-environment/methane-regulation-reaction.html; Jude Clemente, “The U.S. Oil & Gas Industry Is Cutting Methane Emissions,” Forbes,
November 5, 2019, https://www.forbes.com/sites/judeclemente/2019/11/05/the-us-oil--gas-industry-is-cutting-methane-emissions/#1c91a4673f83.
26 Heather Richards, “Permian Basin Flaring Hits ‘All Time High’,” E&E News, November 6, 2019, http://eenews.net/stories/1061472625.
27 Ryan Collins, “Texas Oil Regulator Shifts Stance as Gas Flaring Hits Record,” Bloomberg, August 7, 2019, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2019-08-07/texas-oil-regulator-shifts-stance-as-gas-flaring-hits-record
28 Brad Plumer and Nadja Popovich, “These Countries Have Prices on Carbon. Are They Working?” New York Times, April 2, 2019, http://nytimes.com/
interactive/2019/04/02/climate/pricing-carbon-emissions.html.
29 “Flaring Regulations for the European Union,” ABLE Instruments & Controls, September 15, 2016, http://able.co.uk/2016/flaring-regulationseuropean-union/.
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and gas sector through criminal and civil prosecution
for alleged past misbehavior on climate change.30 Such
policies center climate action around the elimination of
fossil fuels and a “moonshot” type ramp-up of renewables.31 These programs would also deepen subsidies
of emerging technologies like hydrogen and electric
vehicles to support massive scaling. These would be
paired with restrictions on oil/gas production (carbon
capture and storage (CCS) mandates, fracking/offshore
drilling bans) and on consumption (internal combustion
engines bans, bans on natural gas heating in buildings).
A final policy concept for consideration in the context
of the role of oil and gas companies in the low carbon
transition is the circular economy. The circular economy
is “an alternative to the traditional linear economy (i.e.,
make, use, and dispose) in which we keep resources in
use for as long as possible, extract the maximum value
from them while in use, then recover and regenerate
products and materials at the end of each product service life.”32 Circular economy policy will have a particular impact on the downstream operations of oil and
gas companies, through their refining, fuel logistics,
and petrochemical businesses. As such, it is also a part
of the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI) agenda.
Opportunities for circular economy to leverage oil and
gas companies include initiatives such as feedstock
recycling from plastics and tires and using waste to
generate heat energy. Circular economy policy activity seems to be driven from the bottom up, in terms
of actions from cities, universities, and companies, as
much as by national or international action.33
The low carbon transition plan that is most likely to favor
oil and gas is built around the above-mentioned concept of net zero emissions. Yet this is not certain. Some
versions of a net zero scenario include severely curtailed
oil and gas production.34 Others, particularly in oil and
gas producing states, would be intended to leverage

the competencies of the oil and gas industry, extending its viability into a low carbon future. The North Sea
region will provide an interesting test case, given that
the UK and Norway have already committed through
binding legislation to a net zero goal by 2050.35 Other
petroleum jurisdictions like Canada are likely to follow.36
Central to these programs will be CCUS, hydrogen, and
zero-emissions electrification of upstream production,
among other technologies in which even major OPEC
producers such as Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates are investing heavily.37 That said, OPEC producers have not yet committed to firm net zero goals.
The net zero objective is the mirror image of the
stranded asset perspective. It views petroleum
resources as part of the solution to the GHG reduction
challenge rather than an “unburnable” impediment. As
such, environmentalists are divided on its merits and
viability. One perspective is that the world does not
have sufficient time or a sufficient “carbon budget” to
accept a continued transition away from oil and gas,
while others argue that the cost-benefit of net zero
technologies such as hydrogen and CCS are not competitive with emerging gains in technologies such as
solar and utility-scale batteries.38 The core argument
held by many environmentalists against hydrogen and
CCS is that they are too risky—meaning that continuing
oil and gas production in the hopes that these and other
future decarbonization technologies will emerge could
lead to a climate disaster should the technologies fail
to materialize, and the population is consuming business-as-usual levels of oil and gas. Fully transitioning
from fossil fuels to renewables is seen as a more likely
pathway to achieve the 1.5 degree scenario goals.39
However, major company-level and industry-wide initiatives are focused on commercializing and scaling the
net zero technologies, efforts frequently characterized
as “decarbonizing” oil and gas. These include decarbon-

30 Gregory Krieg, “Sanders Unveils Comprehensive $16.3 Trillion Green New Deal Plan amid Climate Crisis,” CNN, August 22, 2019, http://cnn.
com/2019/08/22/politics/bernie-sanders-green-new-deal-plan/index.html.
31 John Podesta et al., “A 100 Percent Clean Future,” Center for American Progress, October 10, 2019, http://americanprogress.org/issues/green/
reports/2019/10/10/475605/100-percent-clean-future/.
32 Sami Alnuaim, “Circular Economy: A Sustainability Innovation and Solution for Oil, Gas, and Petrochemical Industries,” Society of Petroleum Engineers,
May 1, 2019, http://pubs.spe.org/en/jpt/jpt-article-detail/?art=5340).
33 “Circular Economy Case Studies,” Ellen MacArthur Foundation, accessed December 23, 2019, http://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/case-studies/
policy.
34 Christiana Figueres, “For Our Future, the Oil and Gas Industry Must Go Green,” New York Times, September 23, 2019, http://nytimes.
com/2019/09/23/opinion/climate-change-fossil-fuels.html?auth=login-email&login=email.
35 “Roadmap 2035: A Blueprint for Net-Zero,” Oil & Gas UK, September 2019, http://vimeo.com/357584801; “Norway: Carbon-Neutral as Soon as 2030,”
Nordic Energy Research, September 29, 2015, http://nordicenergy.org/figure/ambitious-climate-targets-and-visions-for-all-nordic-countries/carbonneutral-as-soon-as-2030/.
36 “Liberals Move Forward to Legislate Net-Zero Emissions by 2050,” Liberal Party of Canada, September 24, 2019, http://liberal.ca/liberals-moveforward-to-legislate-net-zero-emissions-by-2050/.
37 Aqil Jamal, “Hydrogen Supply Pathways,” Saudi Aramco, 2019 MIT Energy Initiative Spring Symposium: Can Hydrogen Become Part of the Climate
Solution, Cambridge (MA), June 3, 2019, http://energy.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/2019-MIT-Energy-Initiative-Spring-SymposiumPresentation-Aqil-Jamal.pdf.
38 Fuel to the Fire: How Geoengineering Threatens to Entrench Fossil Fuels and Accelerate the Climate Crisis, Center for International Environmental
Law, 2019, http://ciel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/CIEL_FUEL-TO-THE-FIRE_How-Geoengineering-Threatens-to-Entrench-Fossil-Fuels-andAccelerate-the-Climate-Crisis_February-2019.pdf.
39 Richard Conniff, “Why Green Groups Are Split on Subsidizing Carbon Capture Technology,” Yale E360, April 9, 2018, http://e360.yale.edu/features/
why-green-groups-are-split-on-subsidizing-carbon-capture-technology.
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izing technologies mentioned above to target Scope
I emissions (emissions produced directly by company
activity); as well as potentially large offset programs
to address Scope II (indirect emissions produced by
company activity, such as electricity or transport); and
Scope III (all other indirect emissions, even by those
source which the company does not control, such as
downstream users).40 The most notable of these is the
Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI) led by thirteen of
the largest international and national oil companies.
OGCI supports both a venture capital and research
and development (R&D) program for net zero technologies—notably both for Scope I direct emissions
and Scope II indirect emissions—as well as supporting
policy frameworks to enable net zero. Key technology
priorities are zero flaring, CCUS, and energy efficiency.41
Notably, while the OGCI believes net zero emissions are
possible in the second half of the century, it has not yet
committed to any net zero timetable, although several
of its members are clearly moving in that direction.42

INVESTOR PRESSURE

T

he above policy pathways toward a low carbon
transition are complex and varied, making it challenging for the oil and gas sector to align long-term
investment plans in a credible and understandable way.
At stake for the oil and gas companies is the stranded
asset question: given the variance in the oil and gas
demand growth picture, at what point do investments
in certain project volumes, time-horizons, or geographies fail to recover upfront costs? Two recent examples
include Chevron’s recording of $10 billion in impairment charges in its 2020 budget, and Repsol’s $5 billion impairment (notably on the same day it announced
its net zero plan).43 According to Reuters, Repsol indicated that “basing asset values on prospects for oil

and gas prices in line with the Paris Agreement would
bring a post-tax impairment charge of 4.8 billion euros
in 2019.”44 By contrast, Chevron made no reference
to the Paris Agreement or net zero in its impairment
announcement. Nonetheless, some external observers
and media sources read the planned scale back in natural gas investments with indications of stranded assets
in a more carbon-constrained world.45 The context for
these impairment announcements is that both government and private sector actors are now producing
voluminous research on whose oil and gas assets will
be stranded in various climate mitigation scenarios.46
However, there is no clear consensus regarding which
oil and gas reserves will be unprofitable in which scenarios, i.e., business-as-usual normal supply and demand
imbalances (like the Chevron Marcellus example), Green
New Deal-type scenarios, or net zero emissions and circular economy scenarios.
The stranded asset debate highlights the reality that
governments are not the only ones making decisions
shaping the role of oil and gas companies in the low
carbon transition. Major international oil and gas companies have to generate returns for shareholders and,
in addition, address decarbonization pressures from
the policy community.
For many investors, the stranded asset debate in oil
and gas is a question of risk management. The Paris
Agreement/SDS scenarios indicate risk that certain
oil and gas reserves will be uneconomic, or even that
long-cycle assets coming on stream in recent years
will become uneconomic. Other investors—focused
on impact investment—hold that capital markets
should play a role in ensuring the success of the Paris
Agreement, with a recent poll showing that 86 percent
of fund managers agree that companies should align

40 “What Is the Difference Between Scope 1, 2 and 3 Emissions?” Compare Your Footprint, November 2, 2018, https://compareyourfootprint.com/
difference-scope-1-2-3-emissions/.
41 Patricia Espinosa et al, At Work: Committed to Climate Action, Oil and Gas Climate Initiative, September 2018, http://oilandgasclimateinitiative.com/
wp-content/uploads/2018/09/OGCI_Report_2018.pdf.
42 “CEO Declaration: Accelerating a Low Emissions Future,” Oil and Gas Climate Initiative, September 19, 2018, http://oilandgasclimateinitiative.com/
ceo-declaration-accelerating-low-emissions-future/. Of note are Repsol’s announcement of a plan to reach net zero emissions by 2050 on December
3, 2019, and other major OGCI members such as BP CEO Bob Dudley stating the IOC’s agreement that net zero is necessary to meet the goals
of the Paris Agreement (Ashifa Kassam, “Repsol to Cut Carbon Emissions to Net Zero by 2050 at $5.3 Billion Cost,” Reuters, December 2, 2019,
http://reuters.com/article/us-repsol-emissions/repsol-to-cut-carbon-emissions-to-net-zero-by-2050-at-5-3-billion-cost-idUSKBN1Y6243; and Bob
Dudley, “Getting to Net Zero,” BP global, July 16, 2019, http://bp.com/en/global/corporate/news-and-insights/speeches/getting-to-net-zero.html,
respectively). Other industry organizations, such as the American Petroleum Institute, have also recently recognized the need to support the goals of
the Paris agreement, partly in response to increased pressure from its members. Industry groups haven’t yet adopted such positions have seen their
memberships waver, such as the notable departures of Shell and Total from American Fuel and Petrochemical Manufacturers due to misalignment on
the Paris Accord.
43 Jordan Blum, “Chevron Keeps $20B Capital Budget in 2020, Records $10B Impairment Charge,” Houston Chronicle, December 10, 2019, http://
chron.com/business/energy/article/Chevron-keeps-20B-capital-budget-in-2020-14896813.php; Sarah McFarlane, “Spanish Energy Giant Repsol
Writes Down Oil, Gas Assets,” Wall Street Journal, December 3, 2019, http://wsj.com/articles/repsol-targets-net-zero-emissions-in-strategicshift-11575360545.
44 Ashifa Kassam, “Repsol to Cut Carbon Emissions to Net Zero by 2050 at $5.3 Billion Cost,” Reuters, December 2, 2019, http://reuters.com/article/usrepsol-emissions/cutting-carbon-emissions-to-net-zero-by-2050-to-cost-repsol-5-3-billion-idUSKBN1Y6243.
45 Robert Rapier, “The Significance Of Chevron’s $10 Billion Impairment,” Forbes, December 16, 2019, http://forbes.com/sites/rrapier/2019/12/15/howbig-a-deal-is-chevrons-10-billion-impairment/#60597a65dfab; Liam Denning, “Chevron Ushers in Oil’s Era of the Sober-Major,” Bloomberg, December
11, 2019, http://bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-12-11/chevron-impairment-heralds-the-age-of-the-oil-sober-major.
46 For examples, see “Balancing the Budget: Why Deflating the Carbon Bubble Requires Oil & Gas Companies to Shrink,” Carbon Tracker Initiative,
November 1, 2019, http://carbontracker.org/reports/balancing-the-budget/; or Anna Isaac, “Climate Change Could Wipe out $20 Trillion of Assets,
Bank of England Warns,” The Telegraph, April 15, 2019, http://telegraph.co.uk/business/2019/04/15/climate-change-could-wipe-20-trillion-assetsbank-england-warns/.
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Global growth of sustainable investing
strategies (2016-2018)
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their investment strategies with Paris climate goals.47
As such, these investors are both prioritizing investments in “Paris-compliant” companies and divesting
from those that are not.48
This suggests that what is frequently lumped together
as ESG investing in fact includes a diverse range of strategies with differing implications for the role of oil and
gas companies in the low carbon transition. According
to data from the Global Sustainable Investment Alliance,
“negative screening,” or oil and gas divestment-focused investment represents $19.7 trillion of global
assets under management. Investors from both companies and countries are also considering divestment;
Norway’s sovereign wealth fund, for example, recently
decided to divest entirely from oil and gas stocks.49 This
broad category include fossil fuels—mostly coal, but
also oil sands, pure play exploration, and even liquefied
natural gas (LNG), depending on the fund.50 However,
not all ESG strategies exclude fossil fuels. So-called
“ESG integration” funds, representing $17.5 trillion of
global assets, do not automatically preclude certain
sectors, but rather focus on criteria to measure which

Corporate
engagement &
stakeholder
action

ESG
integration

Negative/
exclusionary
screening

companies have the most favorable ESG metrics.51
These funds focus on the whole of a company’s ESG
factors as a means to reduce risk, improve returns, and
drive impact. For example, ESG integration can level-set
the need to reduce liabilities associated with climate
change alongside the need to capitalize on opportunities created by climate change and customer demand,
neither of which precludes fossil fuels.52
A key question going forward is how what are currently
mostly voluntary and highly fragmented ESG guidelines
around climate in particular will coalesce into more unitary, formal, and regulated standards, particularly as
the policy environment catches up. Already, as of early
2020, the European Union is moving on regulations to
formalize ESG standards.53 The two frameworks that
are likely most influential for the oil and gas sector are
the Task Force on Climate Disclosures (TCFD) and the
Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI).54
PRI is centered on a prescriptive vision of the future,
with signatory institutional investors committed to driving an ESG agenda as part of their obligation “to act

47 Mike Scott, “Investors Demand Oil And Gas Firms Adopt Climate Targets, But They Must Also Apply Them To Their Funds,” Forbes, April 29, 2019,
http://forbes.com/sites/mikescott/2019/04/29/investors-demand-oil-gas-firms-adopt-climate-targets-but-they-must-also-apply-them-to-theirfunds/#12ff920e6e4e.
48 Bill McKibben, “Money Is the Oxygen on Which the Fire of Global Warming Burns,” The New Yorker, September 23, 2019, http://newyorker.com/news/
daily-comment/money-is-the-oxygen-on-which-the-fire-of-global-warming-burns.
49 Sarah McFarlane, “Norway’s Sovereign-Wealth Fund Moves Toward Divesting From Oil, Gas Stocks,” Wall Street Journal, March 8, 2019, http://wsj.
com/articles/norways-sovereign-wealth-fund-moves-toward-divesting-from-oil-gas-stocks-11552049960.
50 Divestment funds could also include mining, tobacco, gambling, firearms, and other “controversial” sectors.
51 2018 Global Sustainable Investment Review, Global Sustainable Investment Alliance.
52 “ESG Integration,” Pax World Funds, accessed December 23, 2019, http://paxworld.com/sustainable-investing/esg-integration/.
53 “Green Finance,” European Commission, accessed December 23, 2019, http://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/greenfinance_en.
54 See “About the Task Force,” Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, http://fsb-tcfd.org/about/; and the United Nations Principles for
Responsible Investment, www.unpri.org.
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in the best long-term interests of their beneficiaries.”
Part of this obligation is to prepare investors for what
PRI calls the “inevitable policy response” from governments as the effects of climate change worsen.55 While
explicitly aspirational and voluntary, PRI standards are
difficult for any public oil and gas company to ignore
given the sheer scale of the financial institutions that
have signed up to support the goals of the organization.
The principle of disclosure is intended to allow investors to make more informed decisions about climate
risks—not only stranded assets, but potential vulnerabilities to the physical effects of climate change, e.g.,
flooding, hurricanes, and droughts. Bank of England
Governor Mark Carney has been very active on the issue
of carbon disclosure, highlighting the need for G20
governments to provide better guidance and regulations to “help investors compare the carbon intensity
of different assets” particularly given that there were
(at the time) “nearly 400 initiatives” to provide information on the financial risks from climate change.56 The
comment flagged the risk that ESG data on key metrics
such as GHG intensity should be of the same quality as
any other kind of financial disclosure—objective, datadriven, and auditable.
At present, it could be argued that ESG metrics are
too frequently either defined by environmental organizations like Carbon Tracker or from industry directly.
Credible third-party metrics, established by governments and audited by trusted independent experts,
will be essential to ensure that the ESG performance of
the oil and gas sector is accurately measured. Indeed,
the research for this paper found that the investment
community can be convinced of the value proposition
for oil and gas, provided that transparency of the oil
and gas companies in question allows the shareholder,
investor, or fund to make its own risk assessment.

SOCIAL LICENSE TO OPERATE
AND REPUTATION OF OIL AND GAS
INDUSTRY

A

n additional problem that oil and gas companies
must address is poor public perception of the
industry as the urgency to combat climate change
grows in public discourse, and renewable energy
sources are popularized as alternatives to traditional

fossil fuels. The resulting demand for more stringent
environmental stewardship and, at the extreme end of
the spectrum, the complete removal of hydrocarbons
from the energy system, represent a deterioration of
the industry’s social license to operate.
Due to a combination of public distrust and inconsistency on behalf of the industry to frame a successful
narrative around its value in a decarbonizing energy
system, reclaiming this social license further complicates the pressures for oil and gas companies in the
near-term.
Popular distrust of oil and gas companies has long been
a challenge for the industry. The mixed public record of
oil and gas companies on environmental stewardship
and the problematic experiences with corruption and
resource exploitation in the developing world has, at
times, undermined the contributions of oil and gas to
global economic growth. In the United States, recent
controversies include protests against the Keystone
XL pipeline, largely driven by climate concerns, as well
as the Dakota Access Pipelines, driven in large part by
concerns over the possible disruption of indigenous
American lands. These protests echo public responses
to environmental catastrophes such as the Exxon
Valdez and BP Deepwater Horizon.57 Internationally,
suspicion in countries such as Mozambique or Guyana
as to whether the resources developed by major IOC’s
will in fact improve the lives of locals is informed by
popular perceptions—correct or otherwise—of nearby
examples of oil and gas-related corruption in Equatorial
Guinea and Nigeria, where revenues seem to fail to
reach the communities in which the production occurs.
Recent protests in Southern Iraq leading to the shutdown of the Nassiriya oil field provide another example of how popular discontent can be exacerbated by
the perceived lack of shared benefits from oil and gas
production.58 The industry’s resiliency to these reputational challenges will depend on whether it can create
credible pathways to net zero emissions and effectively
communicate them to a skeptical public that believes
that the industry may be more of an opponent—rather
than an ally—in the fight against climate change.59
The industry’s inconsistent communication regarding
the value oil and gas companies can provide in a decarbonizing energy system has only hamstrung its efforts

55 “What Is the Inevitable Policy Response?” United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment.
56 Mark Carney, “Breaking the Tragedy of the Horizon: Climate Change and Financial Stability,” Speech given at Lloyd’s of London, September 29, 2015,
http://fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/Breaking-the-Tragedy-of-the-Horizon-%E2%80%93-climate-change-and-financial-stability.pdf.
57 Nick Tilsen, “South Dakota Can’t Silence Our Protest Against the Keystone XL Pipeline,” American Civil Liberties Union, April 17, 2019, http://aclu.org/
blog/free-speech/rights-protesters/south-dakota-cant-silence-our-protest-against-keystone-xl.
58 “Iraqi Protesters Shut Down Southern Oil Field,” Voice of America, December 28, 2019, http://voanews.com/middle-east/iraqi-protesters-shut-downsouthern-oil-field.
59 Jeff Brady, “2 Years After Standing Rock Protests, Tensions Remain But Oil Business Booms,” NPR, November 29, 2018, http://npr.
org/2018/11/29/671701019/2-years-after-standing-rock-protests-north-dakota-oil-business-is-booming; Niall McCarthy, “Oil And Gas Giants Spend
Millions Lobbying To Block Climate Change Policies [Infographic],” Forbes, March 25, 2019, http://forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2019/03/25/oiland-gas-giants-spend-millions-lobbying-to-block-climate-change-policies-infographic/#6ed81d07c4fb.
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to counter this public distrust. A 2019 Boston Consulting
Group report framed this issue pointedly, arguing that
“many oil and gas companies are highly skilled at building localized support for projects or specific issues. But
they have not sufficiently developed compelling narratives about their role in the transition to new global
energy systems.”60 An example of this inconsistency is
the successful development of the Permian Strategic
Partnership (PSP), a coalition of oil and gas operators
dedicated to ensuring the responsible development of
the Permian Basin through infrastructure, education,
workforce development, and accessible housing for
Permian families. Though the PSP’s members include
major IOCs such as Chevron, BP, Exxon and Shell, these
narratives are not communicated on a global level,
as “energy outlooks” are deeply data-driven and fail
to resonate beyond energy policy circles. As a result,
companies like Shell remain exposed to protests and
vandalism despite repositioning themselves to their
shareholders as energy companies rather than as oil
and gas companies.61

Each of these factors reinforces the operational and
policy challenges that will confront the oil and gas
industry in the near future. Operationally, the risks of
project delays due to protests, pressure from investors
to apply more capital towards environmental stewardship, and a growing trend of legal challenges against
major oil and gas companies for historical damages or
defrauding investors on the basis of contributing to
or denying the impact of climate change, will weigh
against the balance sheets of those in the industry.62
From a policy perspective, the emergence of policy
platforms featuring blanket bans against fracking, and
criticism over campaign contributions from oil and gas
companies, has grown in part due to public opposition to the role oil and gas companies have played in
the energy system and public policy. Neither issue will
be mitigated without broader efforts by oil and gas
companies—and perhaps the industry as a whole—to
improve the gap in public trust and build a broader
value statement within a decarbonizing energy system.

A member of staff charges an electric car at the Holloway Road Shell station where Shell is launching its first
fast electric vehicle charging station in London, United Kingdom, October 18, 2017. REUTERS/Mary Turner

60 Maurice Berns et al., “In a Warming World, How Should Big Oil Navigate the Future?” Boston Consulting Group, April 29, 2019, http://bcg.com/
publications/2019/warming-world-big-oil-navigate-future.aspx.
61 Kelly Gilblom, “Shell’s London Headquarters Vandalized by Climate Protesters,” Bloomberg, April 15, 2019, http://bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2019-04-15/shell-s-london-headquarters-vandalized-by-climate-protesters; Our Strategy,” Shell Global, accessed December 23, 2019, http://
shell.com/investors/shell-and-our-strategy/our-strategy.html.
62 “Exxon, Climate Change and the Courts: Legal Challenges Reach Critical Mass,” Climate Liability News, September 10, 2019, http://
climateliabilitynews.org/2019/09/10/exxon-climate-fraud-courts-lawsuits/; Nate Raymond, “Massachusetts Accuses Exxon in Lawsuit of Climate
Change Deceit,” Reuters, October 24, 2019, http://reuters.com/article/us-exxon-mobil-lawsuit-massachusetts/massachusetts-accuses-exxon-inlawsuit-of-climate-change-deceit-idUSKBN1X32GA; Dana Drugmand, “Vanuatu, Tiny Pacific Island, Could File First National Climate Suit,” Climate
Liability News, November 26, 2018, http://climateliabilitynews.org/2018/11/26/vanuatu-climate-liability-suit/.
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POSSIBLE STRATEGIES
AND TOOLS FOR
CONSIDERATION

T

he low carbon transition is both driving and
in turn being driven by a combination of
the demand-side, policy, financial market,
and social pressures described above. The oil and gas
industry is adapting to define its role in the transition,
but as argued here, there are multiple pathways toward
decarbonization and the speed and direction of each
can vary widely. As such, each company is making its
own strategic adjustments to the low carbon transition,
adjustments that can also vary widely from company
to company. Among the factors shaping the diversity
of industry responses include obvious considerations
such as geographic location of production, location
in the oil and gas value chain, and asset mix between
oil and gas. Less obvious but highly important factors
that account for the variation of responses among oil
and gas companies include considerations like activism within the shareholder base, access to long-term
patient capital, quality of government policy on the
low carbon transition in key markets, ability to deploy
financial and human capital on R&D, and investor relations and communications.
Below we review a range of strategies being deployed
by the oil and gas sector to adjust for the low carbon
transition. The range is intended to be representative,
rather than comprehensive. However, these five strategies suggest that there are a number of paths that the
industry can take, each with its own drivers, risks, and
upsides. Of each path, the communications component should not be underestimated. Because some of
the strategic pivots described here are considerable,
the ability not just to plan and execute a new strategy,
but perhaps equally importantly the ability to explain
the plan to markets (due to the untested nature of
their ability to generate financial returns) as well as

policymakers and the public (to ensure the strategy
is engaged as a productive part of a broader low-carbon transition) is of the utmost importance. At times
the industry has clearly not devoted enough attention
to building public trust around its activities, leaving it
vulnerable to counter-messaging from environmental
groups on issues like pipeline safety or fracking and
groundwater contamination, or the ongoing tar sands
versus oil sands branding debate.63

COAL-TO GAS FUEL-SWITCHING AND
SUPPORTING ELECTRIFICATION

T

here are strategies available to gas producers that
can insulate against environmental pressure risks
that are not currently available, at least to the same
degree, to oil producers. As described above, a low-carbon transition offers a cloudy, but still-critical, role for
natural gas until 2050 to both complement renewables and meet rising energy demand—particularly as
a cleaner substitute for coal power generation.
In the power sector, the ability of oil and gas companies to connect the low carbon integrated opportunities along the gas and electricity value chain will be a
key competitive advantage. Investment in downstream
gas infrastructure (LNG terminals, etc.) can support
end-use fuel switching to gas and potentially sustain
natural gas demand in the future. Additional support
for a hydrogen economy or electric vehicle charging
infrastructure are other opportunities for producers to
leverage the unique complex project management skills
and strong balance sheets that the sector is known for,
but also serve the potential for gas to enable renewables and provide firming capacity.64

63 Adam Vaughan, “Fracking – the Reality, the Risks and What the Future Holds,” The Guardian, February 26, 2018, http://theguardian.com/news/2018/
feb/26/fracking-the-reality-the-risks-and-what-the-future-holds;
Guy DeSantis, “Myth: Tar Sands versus Oil Sands: What’s in a Name?” Context Magazine by CAPP, accessed January 2, 2020, http://context.capp.ca/
energy-matters/2019/mythbuster_oil-vs-tar;
Lena V. Groeger, “Pipelines Explained: How Safe Are America’s 2.5 Million Miles of Pipelines?” ProPublica, March 9, 2019, http://propublica.org/article/
pipelines-explained-how-safe-are-americas-2.5-million-miles-of-pipelines.
64 “Total Present across the Entire Low-Carbon Electricity Value Chain,” Total, October 18, 2018, http://total.com/en/energy-expertise/transformationdevelopment/total-present-across-entire-low-carbon-electricity-value-chain.
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Timothy Gardner and David Knox are seen next to a Petra Nova CCS Facility at NRG Power Plant in Richmond, Texas, May
18, 2018. REUTERS/Trish Badger

More broadly, the shift away from traditional fuels in
support of a demand picture that is electrifying while
also decarbonizing can provide a hedge against the
variance in demand picture, particularly if presented
as an alternative to coal-powered electrification in key
demand-growth centers such as Asia. The potential
for gas to serve as a low-carbon natural gas baseload,
or intermittency solution to renewables, is significant.
Of particular interest are emerging integrated gas-renewables projects that specifically are geared to efficiently operate gas generation as a back up to wind
or solar. 65These projects are highly effective in the
United States thanks to abundant land for wind and
cheap natural gas.66 In emerging Asia, the prospect of
using natural gas as firming capacity for solar in markets such as India and southeast Asia will be closely
tied to the ability to lower gas prices through increased
volumes of LNG with more flexible pricing structures.
However, in the current World Energy Outlook, the IEA
finds that the bulk of flexible resources needed to bal-

ance the growing amount of wind and solar energy will
mostly come from coal, hydro, batteries, and demand
response—rather than natural gas—in the high growth
markets of China and India.67
A key enabling factor for natural gas may be whether
gas exporters can earn emissions credits when their
product is used to displace coal in the power generation mix—an initiative being considered under Article 6
of the Paris Agreement.68 If gas can be combined with
CCS/CCUS to further lower the carbon footprint, or if
upstream electrification can be used to further decarbonize gas production, there are additional opportunities to decouple gas from oil and gas branding as a fossil
fuel and convert environmental pressures into assets,
positioning gas as a tool in the low carbon transition
rather than a roadblock.”69 At the same time, the recent
COP 25 talks in Madrid failed to finalize rules for Article
6, and there are widely divergent views among countries on what offsets should be included, mechanisms

65 Chris Mooney, “Analysis | Turns out Wind and Solar Have a Secret Friend: Natural Gas,” The Washington Post, April 29, 2019, http://washingtonpost.
com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/08/11/turns-out-wind-and-solar-have-a-secret-friend-natural-gas/; Ira Shavel et al., Diversity of Reliability
Attributes: A Key Component of the Modern Grid, American Petroleum Institute, May 17, 2017, http://api.org/~/media/Files/Policy/Natural-GasSolutions/20170517-API-Diversity-of-Attributes.pdf.
66 Minnesota offers one of many such examples; see “EnergyForward,” Minnesota Power, http://mnpower.com/ResourcePackage.
67 See IEA World Energy Outlook, p.292
68 A Vision for the Market Provisions of the Paris Agreement, International Emissions Trading Association, May 2016, http://ieta.org/resources/UNFCCC/
IETA_Article_6_Implementation_Paper_May2016.pdf.
69 Gas is by no means accepted universally by environmental groups and climate activists as part of the climate change solution- see for
example David Roberts, “More Natural Gas Isn’t a ‘Middle Ground’ - It’s a Climate Disaster,” Vox, May 30, 2019, http://vox.com/energy-andenvironment/2019/5/30/18643819/climate-change-natural-gas-middle-ground.
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for verification, and how the value of offsets should be
calculated and shared.70

DECARBONIZATION OF OIL AND GAS

D

eveloping decarbonized oil and gas is another key
strategy that the industry is deploying in response
to the low carbon transition. There are opportunities to
reduce the carbon and climate impacts of oil and gas
production, both through efficiency improvements and
new technologies. Most of the focus here is on Scope I
emissions, i.e., direct emissions from upstream oil and
gas production. However, programs like hydrogen
would extend decarbonization further in Scope II and
Scope III, customer and indirect emissions. These programs would include:

• Methane Emissions Efficiency: methane emis-

sions efficiency can be economical for natural
gas producers, with the majority of methane
emissions actually profitable or cost-neutral to
abate.71 This is particularly important in major
unconventional production areas in the Permian
basin, where nearly five million barrels of oil per
day are produced, but accurate methane emissions are poorly understood and have reportedly
tripled in the past two years.72 The potential
policy implications of this problem are considerable, as the lack of an industry-acceptable
approach to methane emissions has placed significant stress on infrastructure regulators and
placed production in the Permian at the center
of the energy policy debates in the Democratic
primary.

• Zero-Emissions Production: critical for meeting

Scope I goals through zero-emissions electrification of upstream are oil and gas production or
LNG production. Examples include the proposed
use of hydroelectric power for shale gas production and liquefaction in British Columbia, and the
“power from shore” offshore production on the
Norwegian Shelf in the Johan Sverdrup field.73

• Carbon Capture Technology: CCS and CCUS

offer another avenue for decarbonizing hydrocarbon production through capture at the
wellhead and hydrocarbon use with capture at
the point of generation, whether in power generation, refining, petrochemicals, or industrial
use. Key CCS projects include the Canadian oil
sands and LNG projects in Norway and Australia,
where the availability of geological storage for
captured CO2 and appropriate public policy
incentives and regulatory frameworks are critical
enablers.74

• Hydrogen: hydrogen is one of the most prom-

ising pathways for decarbonizing petroleum.
Options include “blue hydrogen,” combining
naphtha or natural gas steam reforming and
CCS, or “green hydrogen,” leveraging “electricity to liquids” electrolysis from solar or
hydro-electric power. Either process results in a
zero-emissions liquid fuel with greater energy
density and, as such, is better able to power
heavy transportation than batteries. 75 Repsol
is specifically targeting hydrogen as foundational to managing Scope III emissions within
its net zero 2050 goals, and a number of IOCs
and NOCs are increasing spending on hydrogen
as well. The 2019 Osaka G20 included the
first Hydrogen Ministerial, demonstrating the
growing focus on the technology’s potential as a
clean and sustainable liquid fuel.76

Taken together or adopted individually, this suite of
technologies can improve the resiliency of oil and gas
in a decarbonizing policy environment, particularly as
scalability and cost-efficiency allow deep decarbonization to deploy at a greater rate—two areas again where
the balance sheets and business experience of major
oil and gas companies can be leveraged. Furthermore,
these tools also position companies as good faith actors
in the broader conversation about combating climate
change, notably before the policy environment forces
their implementation or limits their necessity through

70 Kelly Levin, Kelley Kizzier, and Mandy Rambharos, “Making Sense of Article 6: Key Issues and What’s at Stake,” World Resources Institute, December 2,
2019, http://wri.org/publication/making-sense-article-6-key-issues-and-whats-stake.
71 “Commentary: The Environmental Case for Natural Gas,” International Energy Agency, October 23, 2017, http://iea.org/newsroom/news/2017/
october/commentary-the-environmental-case-for-natural-gas.html.
72 “New Initiative Will Map and Measure Methane Emissions Across the Permian Basin,” Environmental Defense Fund, accessed October 2, 2019, http://
edf.org/media/new-initiative-will-map-and-measure-methane-emissions-across-permian-basin; “Permian Natural Gas Flaring and Venting Reaching
All-Time High,” Rystad Energy, June 4, 2019, http://rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/press-releases/Permian-natural-gas-flaring-and-ventingreaching-all-time-high/.
73 Jae Mather, “Electrification of British Columbia: Assessing the Economic and Environmental Benefits of Extensive Electrification in BC,” Clean Energy
Association of British Columbia, White Paper, October 15, 2018, http://cleanenergybc.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Electrification-of-BC.CEBC-White-Paper-Oct-2018.pdf; Talal Husseini, “Reducing Carbon Emissions at Johan Sverdrup with Equinor’s Shore Power,” Offshore Technology,
October 12, 2018, http://offshore-technology.com/features/reducing-carbon-emissions/.
74 Emma Foehringer Merchant, “With 43 Carbon-Capture Projects Lined Up Worldwide, Supporters Cheer Industry Momentum,” Greentech Media,
December 11, 2018, http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/carbon-capture-gains-momentum.
75 Aqil Jamal, “Hydrogen Supply Pathways.”
76 “Hydrogen Council Grows to 60 Member Companies as G20 Summit Events Focus on Hydrogen,” Hydrogen Council, June 18, 2019, http://
hydrogencouncil.com/en/hydrogen-council-grows-to-60-member-companies-as-g20-summit-events-focus-on-hydrogen/.
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broader restrictions. Arguably, the Repsol announcement on net zero is the clearest indication of this trend.
However, the company’s strategy of being an early
mover and pre-empting regulatory requirements is not
without risk. For Repsol, the imminent announcement
of the European Union Green New Deal likely influenced
the timing of the company’s announcement. For US
IOCs, as there is little sign of regulatory action on net
zero—at least on the federal level—it is more difficult
to justify allocating capital toward investments tied to
those goals at the expense of traditional earnings-generating activities.

GEOGRAPHIC HEDGES TO STRANDED
ASSET RISK

A

of transition and uncertainty on the demand side.
A second geographic response by IOCs has been in
Asia. Oil investments by the US IOCs in particular are
increasingly concentrated in the US shale, but their natural gas strategy is Asia-facing. This includes both LNG
opportunities and petrochemicals. The gas opportunity in Asia is in part driven by moving North American
shale gas offshore as exports, but also by new business
models targeting a global gas trading and risk management “portfolio.” The ability of the super-majors
to offer flexible and targeted gas pricing and sourcing
to buyers in Asia is a key source of competitive advantage in the low carbon transition. Over time, these
strategies will likely encompass additional “integrated
low carbon power solutions”—providing LNG that can
support both gas-fired generation and firming capacity for renewables.

nother specialization route involves the industry
tailoring toward a demand center and locking in
demand by investing in infrastructure. Some of the most
notable steps in this area have been taken by national
oil companies, particularly in Russia and the Middle
East, which have made structural investments in the
high oil and gas demand growth regions of southeast
Asia and India. National oil companies exhibit geopolitical influence, which is another key for success in the
low carbon transition. The element of “state to state”
political support has been critical in major transactions
such as the Rosneft-Essar Oil transaction in India, or the
Saudi Aramco-Petronas RAPID refinery-petrochemical
partnership in Malaysia.77 The history of the oil and gas
markets shows that state to state geopolitical partnerships are critical to de-risking fixed asset investments
in riskier emerging markets. In this way, the Russian
and Middle Eastern downstream partnerships across
South and Southeast Asia may eventually echo the past
US and UK geopolitical relationships in support of the
Seven Sisters’ upstream growth globally throughout
the twentieth century.78

C

There are also several areas where geographic specialization is also evident among international oil companies as a response to the low carbon transition, such
as the strategic focus of US IOCs on North American
shale, particularly the Permian Basin.79 The short-cycle
nature of the shale opportunity means that the North
American IOCs have less exposure to uncertainties
around “peak demand” for oil and the more rapid decarbonization scenarios. Shale is a more flexible resource
with a shorter payout period, making it ideal for a period

Offshore wind, for example, could easily blend with the
deepwater and offshore expertise of oil and gas companies, making it a compelling diversification oppor-

These more geographically-oriented strategies might
allow companies to place a hedge against a shifting
demand picture towards more stable or secure sources
of demand over the long-term. Doing so positions oil
and gas companies in locations of significant energy
demand growth where for policy, accessibility, or availability reasons might otherwise limit the opportunities for renewables. Moreover, it allows the industry
to participate in the energy addition part of growing
global energy demand and the low-carbon transition,
if organized as an alternative to coal, or a complement
to renewables, or augmented by deep decarbonization
technologies such as CCS.

RENEWABLE ENERGY INVESTMENT
AND DIVERSIFICATION
ompanies can identify ways to diversify their portfolio through investments outside of technologies
designed to decarbonize oil and gas or make its production more efficient. This includes venture capital
type investments, currently being pursued by companies such as Saudi Aramco and Chevron Technology
Ventures, which can participate in new tech startups
focusing on micro-grid, electric vehicles, batteries, and
a range of technologies going beyond oil and gas.80

77 Promit Mukherjee, “Rosneft Seals First Asian Refinery Deal with Essar Oil Purchase,” Reuters, August 21, 2017, http://reuters.com/article/us-indiaessar-rosneft/rosneft-seals-first-asian-refinery-deal-with-essar-oil-purchase-idUSKCN1B10PL; and “PETRONAS, Saudi Aramco Announce Formation
of Two New Joint Ventures in Malaysia,” Saudi Aramco, March 28, 2018, http://saudiaramco.com/en/news-media/news/2018/petronas-aramcoannounce-formation-two-joint-ventures.
78 Key historical works on the geopolitics of energy include Daniel Yergin, The Prize (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1990) and Matthieu Auzanneau, Oil,
Power, and War: A Dark History (White River Junction: Chelsea Green Publishing, 2018).
79 24/7 Wall St., “It’s Now Independents vs Supermajors in the Permian Basin,” MarketWatch, September 24, 2019, http://marketwatch.com/story/itsnow-independents-vs-supermajors-in-the-permian-basin-2019-09-24.
80 See Saudi Aramco’s Energy Ventures, https://saev.com/, and Chevron’s Technology Ventures, http://chevron.com/technology/technology-ventures.
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ations.82 Another crucial factor is that the barriers to
entry in offshore wind are considerable due to operational, financial, and project management complexity,
creating competitive advantages that few companies
outside the traditional super-majors and international
oil companies possess. This means the competitive
landscape is less likely to be as saturated as solar power,
for example, and the potential for attractive returns is
likely greater.83

The first off shore wind farm in the United States went online
in 2017 in Rhode Island. Unsplash/Shaun Dakin

tunity for industry leaders like Equinor, Shell, and BP.81
Key opportunities are emerging in the North Sea and
offshore the US East Coast that directly leverage offshore operating experience, mega-project management, and downstream/offtake partnership capabilities
of such longtime operators in the area. Offshore wind
also offers the crucial element of scale, which will allow
boards and investors to assess whether it will be a legitimate long-term money maker for the super-majors in
a way eventually comparable to their oil and gas oper-

Renewable energy investments by major IOCs have
been a pillar of the conversation thus far on how the
oil and gas industry can adapt and contribute to the
low carbon transition.84 But as renewable technologies
themselves continue to evolve, the question that IOCs
may be better positioned to address is less about what
renewable technologies in which they choose to invest,
but how they choose to invest. The industry’s expertise with supply chains, scalability, and technological
deployment is a greater currency than its capital in
certain cases, such as Chevron Technology Ventures’
acquisition of Natron Energy in order to scale Natron’s
data center and utility-scale battery design to EV fastcharging applications.85 Investments designed to apply
those assets to scale proven technologies provide a
more compelling narrative for the industry’s contributions as a strategic partner rather than as an angel
investor in the low carbon transition.
Among the available renewable investment and diversification pathways available to oil and gas companies,
complete transitions away from oil and gas and into
fully integrated renewables remains another option.
The former DONG energy’s transition from a Danish oil
and gas producer to the full-stream offshore wind company, Orsted, provides one example of a full reorganization. The larger, global scale super-majors would find
a total transition on this scale impossible unless measured over a matter of decades. Still, recent divestment

81 Andrew Lee, “Oil Giant BP Eyes US for Offshore Wind Market Debut,” Recharge, June 28, 2019, http://rechargenews.com/wind/oil-giant-bp-eyes-usfor-offshore-wind-market-debut/2-1-630001; Julia Pyper, “Shell Brings Deep-Water Expertise to Boston to Capitalize on US Offshore Wind Boom,”
Greentech Media, June 17, 2019, http://greentechmedia.com/articles/read/shell-brings-deep-water-expertise-to-boston-us-offshore-wind.
82 Vincent Graré et al., “The Offshore-Wind Industry’s Moment of Reckoning,” McKinsey & Company, July 2018, http://mckinsey.com/business-functions/
sustainability/our-insights/the-offshore-wind-industrys-moment-of-reckoning.
83 “Have the Prices from Competitive Auctions Become the New Normal Prices,” International Energy Agency, February 4, 2019, http://iea.org/
newsroom/news/2019/february/have-the-prices-from-competitive-auctions-become-the-new-normal-prices-for-.html.
84 For a detailed discussion of IOC investments in renewables, see Ensieh Shojaeddini, Stephen Naimoli, Sarah Ladislaw and Morgan Bazilian, “Oil and
gas company strategies regarding the energy transition,” Progress in Energy 1:1, July 16, 2019, http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/2516-1083/
ab2503.
85 “Natron Energy Announces Strategic Investment by Chevron Technology Ventures,” Cision PR Newswire, January 14, 2019, http://prnewswire.com/
news-releases/natron-energy-announces-strategic-investment-by-chevron-technology-ventures-300777013.html; Usman Khalid, “Chevron Invests in
Natron to Develop ‘Prussian Blue’ Dye Battery Technology,” S&P Global Market Intelligence, January 14, 2019, http://spglobal.com/marketintelligence/
en/news-insights/blog/mining-exploration-insights-december.
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programs and write-downs of higher cost oil and gas
reserves suggest a broader transition to renewables and
net zero emission fuels is possible over the long term.

EMBEDDING CLIMATE-BASED ESG
PRINCIPLES INTO BUSINESS MODELS,
AND IMPROVING MESSAGING:

E

SG policies can be adopted as a response to environmental and societal pressure, and oil and gas
companies have already begun to adopt these policies, both defining their relationship with environmental standards and ensuring transparency at each level
of organization and production.86
The policies can assuage investor concerns about the
sustainability of a company, not least by transparently
articulating an understanding of and approach to the
other aforementioned pressures confronting oil and
gas companies in the low carbon transition. They can
also signal adaptability as the transition continues to
take shape. Furthermore, as companies demonstrate
commercially viable articulated plans for net zero emissions, they will become more likely to attract sustaining capital to scale the strategies and technologies that
underpin what amounts to a significant shift in their
legacy business models.
Because the industry is in the early stages of implementing ESG frameworks, particularly carbon disclosure aspects, companies can largely define their own
standards and thus craft low-cost but demonstrative
policies. Moving forward, how companies choose to

manage the environmental, social, and governance
aspects of ESG will undoubtedly change in response
to signals from investors and the policy environment,
but at present whether companies manage these variables as integrated parts of a broader strategy in the low
carbon transition, or as individual buckets, remains to
be seen. For example, the introduction of board committees focused on sustainability or more transparent
auditing of carbon emissions are possible ways in which
environmental and governance priorities might be creatively combined. Active engagement with local stakeholders in areas of high oil and gas production, such
as the aforementioned Permian Strategic Partnership,
provides another example of integrating the environmental with the social.
Arguably, the European super-majors—Shell, BP, Total,
ENI, and Repsol—are most effectively building ESGfriendly messaging into their business models and strategies. This reflects both a more activist ESG investor
base among major pension and insurance investors in
Europe, as well as more acute policy pressure from the
European Union member governments, some of which
have direct ownership stakes as well.87
Time will tell if these strategies will succeed, but with
pressure continuing to grow as the low-carbon transition proceeds, ESG policies—with greater depth and a
track record of strong implementation—will be a source
of credibility with investors and policymakers alike.

86 Ray Bolger, “Managing ESG Risk,” Hart Energy, January 2, 2018, http://hartenergy.com/exclusives/managing-esg-risk-176808.
87 Kelly Gilblom, “European Oil Majors Are Out-Talking American Peers on Climate,” Bloomberg, August 29, 2018, http://bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2018-08-29/european-oil-majors-are-out-talking-american-peers-on-climate.
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European Union Executive Vice President in charge of the European Green Deal Frans Timmermans speaks at an event with youth
during the UN Climate Change Conference (COP25) in Madrid, Spain, December 12, 2019. REUTERS/Sergio Perez

VARIABILITY, BLACK
SWANS, AND
FUTURE TRENDS

I

t would be a mistake to assume that the low carbon
transition will be even in terms of speed and scope
across geographies and industries. There is little
so far to suggest that the low carbon transition will
be linear, instead there will likely be a series of stops
and starts even as overall progress on global climate
mitigation is still visible and measurable. There are
many high-profile examples in both directions—from
the negative impact of US President Donald Trump
announcing plans to exit the Paris Agreement, or the
positive impact of former United Kingdom (UK) Prime
Minister Theresa May enacting a binding net zero emissions goal for the UK on her last day in office. Victories
of anti-carbon tax governments in Canada’s largest
province, Ontario, were followed just one year later by
Atlantic Council 

a national election in which 65 percent of voters supported parties backing a carbon tax. Uneven political
trends create uneven policy trends for the low carbon
transition. The trends are broadly uneven because the
low carbon transition is not yet the dominant factor in
energy policy; rather, in large parts of the world, issues
of affordability, access, economic competitiveness,
and national security remain as or often more important than climate.
What could change the uneven, bottom-up, and intermittent nature of the low carbon transition?

• Oil price shock: History suggests that policy

makers mobilize rapidly to support low carbon
21
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transition following a shock or disruption in the
supply or affordability of an incumbent resource.
Consider the European ban of oil-fired power
plants after the 1970s oil shocks, the US renewable fuel mandate passed by President George
W. Bush amid the $100 price environment of the
mid-2000s, or China’s massive nuclear, solar,
battery, and wind program following consecutive years of double-digit oil import growth.
Notably, each of these transitions moved toward
lower GHG fuels.

• Global leadership: The Paris Agreement arguably
benefited from extensive political and relationship capital invested personally by former US
President Barack Obama in building consensus
with other key powers, especially the European
Union, Japan, China, and India. Governments recognized the Agreement as a personal priority for
Obama and engaged accordingly. By contrast,
the COP25 in Madrid had leaders from only
fifteen to twenty states present, and Trump was
not in attendance. When Trump was first elected,
there was some speculation that Chinese
President Xi Jinping might assume the mantle
of global climate leadership, especially after
his high-profile speech at Davos.88 Yet to date,
neither the United States nor China have played
a leadership role equivalent to Obama. French
President Emmanuel Macron and Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau have been seen
as climate leaders, but both have faced stiff
domestic political challenges to their policies.89

tion has disrupted the traditional laws of supply
and demand. In the current environment, it is
certainly possible that under-investment in oil
because of the fear of stranded assets could lead
to a short-medium term price spike as demand
continues to grow. Second, the rise of ESG has
coincided with a period of poor market returns
for the oil and gas sectors. Investing in ESG portfolios that are “underweight” oil and gas has
been a stable position. However, if the supply
crunch occurs and prices for oil and gas rise,
ESG funds that are underweight oil and gas may
underperform. That could test investor willingness to sustain ESG strategies. Finally, it is also
possible that governments and investors fail to
consolidate around clear rules of the road for
ESG. This could lead investors to begin downplaying ESG considerations in their investment
decision-making, or to shift capital to other
sectors with a lighter overall ESG risk profile.

• Disruptive technology: Although beyond the

scope of this paper, it must be acknowledged
that rapid scaling of truly disruptive non-fossil
fuel-based technologies would create a material
stranded asset risk for oil and gas. This could
include nuclear fusion, algae-based biofuels, fuel
cells, and other breakthrough technologies. On
the other hand, a breakthrough along the lines of
Direct Air Capture for GHGs could have opposite
effect in terms of securing long-term, Paris
Agreement-compliant demand for oil and gas.

• Investor backlash to ESG and “post carbon”

business models: Three risks could disrupt the
low carbon transition. First, oil and gas historically have been cyclical, and it is not yet clear
that the growing focus on low carbon transi-

88 James Pennington, “How Are Things One Year on from Xi’s 2017 Davos Speech?,” The Telegraph, February 2, 2018, http://telegraph.co.uk/chinawatch/politics/xi-jinping-davos/.
89 Christopher Flavelle and Josh Wingrove, “Trudeau’s Tough Climate Policies Face a Mounting Backlash,” Bloomberg, July 20, 2018, http://bloomberg.
com/news/articles/2018-07-20/canadian-backlash-to-climate-policies-erupts-as-carbon-tax-looms; Angelique Chrisafis, “Macron Responds to Gilets
Jaunes Protests with €5bn Tax Cuts,” The Guardian, April 25, 2019, http://theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/25/emmanuel-macron-significant-taxcut-gilets-jaunes-speech.
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CONCLUSION: SURVIVING,
THRIVING, AND LEADING
THE LOW CARBON
ENERGY TRANSITION

T

he range of policy, investor, and social pressures on the growth case for oil and gas does
not preclude a significant and vital role for the
industry in the low-carbon energy transition. Multiple
pathways for decarbonization include oil and gas when
partnered with the right technologies and policies. The
baseline of existing skill sets and resources throughout the industry to mobilize new lower carbon forms of
energy suggest that there may be opportunities for oil
and gas companies.
Failing to take advantage of this opportunity will leave
the industry in a position of responding to a changing
status-quo in the energy system, driven by each of the
pressures previously described. This does not necessarily mean that the sun will set on industry; however, the
changes in the status quo will continue to force oil and
gas companies to operate with a risk portfolio that is
increasingly beyond their control and dramatically more
constrained as the market and policy environment continues to take shape—particularly if any of the aforementioned black swan scenarios are realized.
To respond to the low carbon energy transition, oil and
gas companies must recognize the role their industry will
play in global energy demand growth, and couple that
role with the needs and expectations of the low-carbon
system as it emerges. It must then communicate its vision
of this role and encourage its peers to take similar steps,
working as partners with stakeholders in the oil and gas
industry, alternative energy sector, and policy community
to build structures which support high-energy growth,
low-carbon pathways for the future through the following vital steps:

• Supporting the development of govern-

ment-drafted and independently-audited ESG
metrics that are science-based, objective, and
accessible to investors. The only acceptable bar is
equivalency to other forms of financial disclosure
that are mandated and regulated by governments
and that investors rely on.

• Building out the promising concepts of net zero

emissions and circular economy with appropriate policy incentives in line with the bottom-up
nationally determined contribution model of the
Paris Agreement.

• Encouraging the growth of international carbon

markets through Article 6 of the Paris Agreement,
to expand the possibilities for government-to-government and business-to-business (B2B) joint
cross-border projects for emissions reduction.90

• Developing a workforce strategy that leverages

the above into restoring oil and gas as an attractive destination for younger talent concerned
about the ESG footprint and stranded asset risk of
the industry.

Taken together, these steps can position the oil and gas
sector to not just survive to the low carbon transition, but
evolve, thrive, and even perhaps lead the transition to an
energy system which can simultaneously meet the 1.5
degree Celsius goal and moreover the energy demands
of the future.

• Building strategies for low carbon business

models that are not only low carbon but also profitable and clearly explainable to the markets and
other stakeholders.

90 LNG may play a leading role in these B2B transactions. See Rob Seeley, “The Case for Carbon Offsets and Trading in B.C. and Canada’s Climate
Framework,” Canadian Global Affairs Institute, December 2019, http://cgai.ca/the_case_for_carbon_offsets_and_trading_in_bc_and_canadas_climate_
framework.
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APPENDIX: GRAY
CANYON ASSET
MANAGEMENT—A LOW
CARBON TRANSITION OIL
AND GAS CASE STUDY

T

he following hypothetical Harvard Business
School-style case study was developed following a series of workshops organized by
the Atlantic Council Global Energy Center in New York
City, Houston, Abu Dhabi, and Singapore to explore
the pressures confronting oil and gas companies in the
low carbon transition, and the available strategies or
business models to mitigate and lead into the future.
The challenge posed to fictional investment firm Gray
Canyon Asset Management in the following case study,
dated in late summer 2019, examines these dynamics,
and reflects on the discussion in the first half of the paper
addressing the key questions and uncertainties, as well
as the opportunities, the oil and gas sector will face.
The case study focuses on access to capital, which
is a key element of managing the transition to a low
carbon economy. Uncertainty both about the pace of
the transition and the ability of oil and gas companies
to reposition their legacy business models profitably
represents a challenge for investors. This case study
demonstrates how the investment community weighs
prospective government climate policy changes and
assesses whether they align with the wide range of technology and strategic pathways oil and gas companies
are taking to manage the transition.

PART 1: THE CHALLENGE

M

artha Radcliffe stepped off the elevator and walked
across the football field-sized trading floor at Gray
Canyon Asset Management. The meeting ahead would
not be an easy one, even for someone with Martha’s
reputation as a “fixer”—highly adept at handling underperforming investments and struggling fund managers
within the vast Gray Canyon portfolio. Since she joined
Gray Canyon in 1991, the firm had seen its assets under
management soar to $442 billion, leveraging a multi-as-
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set model and geographic diversification to cement its
reputation as the closest thing to a “sure bet” among
the varied pensions, insurance companies, and endowments that constituted its customer base.
What made today different was that Martha knew
there was a strong chance the meeting she was attending would end with her terminating one of her longest-standing colleagues, senior portfolio manager
Richard Hernandez. Hernandez, with a solid but unspectacular record as a portfolio manager, had a disastrous
run over the past three years. Martha had been asked
by Gray Canyon Chief Investment Officer (CIO) Susan
Stanhope to get to the bottom of the situation. Was
Hernandez no longer up to the job, or was he simply in
the wrong place at the wrong time?
Hernandez had played several roles as he advanced in
his career at Gray Canyon. A Wharton grad, Hernandez
had a successful run as an oil services analyst and subsequently as a portfolio manager running the $3 billion
US Income Fund. But the last three years, Hernandez had
run what was once Gray Canyon’s highest return portfolio—the Global Resource Opportunity Fund. Known
around the energy investment community as “G-Ro,” the
seat running the massive portfolio was, not long ago, not
only the most coveted at Gray Canyon but also one of
the most prestigious and influential on Wall Street and
in energy capitals around the world.
From 2002 to 2015, G-Ro had generated a robust 18
percent annual return to investors. G-Ro was initially led
by legendary fund manager Pete “Shark” Briscoe who
was smart enough, or maybe lucky enough, to time his
run at G-Ro with a massive global commodity boom.
Still, Shark Briscoe easily outperformed a strong market
and earned his name by “devouring” CEOs of oil and
gas companies who refused his advice and frequently
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Houston, Texas. Unsplash/Kevin Hernandez

faced implacable and often career-terminating board
and shareholder resistance in response.
Shark retired to Pebble Beach in 2015, taking his
Houston boardroom and Hill Country hunt lodge connections with him. Hernandez was tapped to bring
a new approach to G-Ro, one that would include
more analytics, big data, technology focus, and, most
importantly, openness to diversification into clean and
renewable energy. Shark had been contemptuous of
renewables and was a key reason why one of the world’s
largest super-majors abandoned a significant but arguably ill-timed push into solar power in 2008.
Martha Radcliffe had worked with Shark, admiring both
his old school ways and his massive returns that had
carried the overall portfolio in more than one year. Yet
she had also had to smooth over relations with some
CEOs bruised by Shark’s withering speeches at investment conferences and on TV, and she had to manage
the analysts who were burned out by his appetite for
twenty-hour days and endless travel to oil and gas fields
around the world.
Worse, though, was that Martha and CIO Susan
Stanhope knew that Shark’s permanently bullish view
on oil and gas prices would eventually hurt the fund.

From a risk management and diversification perspective, the two were confident that every commodity
cycle ran its course, and that G-Ro’s oversized role in
driving alpha for Gray Canyon was a major risk when
the downturn came.
But even they did not expect the catastrophe that followed. G-Ro was in virtual meltdown and Hernandez,
who had taken over the fund following Shark’s retirement, had been unable to stop it. The US shale boom
beginning in 2009 and the Saudi-led price war in
November 2014 triggered the disaster, which continued even when Saudi Arabia reversed its strategy and
formed the OPEC+ arrangement with Russia to try to
rebalance markets through production cuts in 2017.91
As for natural gas, Shark Briscoe’s portfolio of “winners” built from 2005 to 2010 was decimated. Henry
Hub prices couldn’t get back to even 25 percent of the
levels in the market at that time, leaving the portfolio with a number of impaired balance sheets to work
through painfully.92 Worst of all, the high-flying deepwater services and Canadian oil sands producers had
seen returns plummet and dividends cut to near zero
as these higher cost plays were particularly unloved by
markets in an era of oversupply.93
Hernandez, still working with a team of analysts mostly

91 Bassam Fattouh and Andreas Economou, The Dilemma Continues: OPEC Choices Amidst High Uncertainty, The Oxford Institute for Energy Studies,
November 2019, http://oxfordenergy.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/The-Dilemma-Continues-OPEC-choices-amid-high-uncertainty.
pdf?v=7516fd43adaa.
92 Kurt Cobb, “Shale Industry Has Destroyed 80% Of Its Value Since 2008,” OilPrice.com, July 4, 2019, http://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/ShaleIndustry-Has-Destroyed-80-Of-Its-Value-Since-2008.html.
93 Chester Dawson and Carolyn King, “Canadian Oil Sands to Further Slash Dividend and Spending,” Wall Street Journal, January 29, 2015, http://wsj.
com/articles/canadian-oil-sands-to-further-slash-dividend-speed-up-cost-cuts-1422570744.
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FIGURE 4
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hired and trained by Shark, had convinced Stanhope on
several occasions to “buy the dips,” meaning that, as of
2017, G-Ro had doubled down on its oil-heavy portfolio. Even though there were some good companies and
assets, the market refused to recognize any growth or
upside in the stocks and the underperformance continued. By 2019, the broader S&P 500 was up 47 percent
from 2015, while the “Energy SPYDer”—the ETF encompassing the largest US oil and gas stocks—had fallen
by 48 percent (Figure 4). Worse, because of buying
the dips and a stubbornly bullish team view on commodities, once-mighty G-Ro was down an aggregate
of 91 percent. G-Ro investors were furious and calling
not only for Hernandez to go, but with many of them
hoping that Stanhope would follow him out the door.
Radcliffe could see that Hernandez knew the direction this meeting was likely to take, but knew him well
enough to know he would approach the conversation in
a measured and data-driven way. He smiled as she settled into her seat: “Well, Martha, I know we have some
things to discuss. I am not happy with where G-Ro is at
and I know you and Susan aren’t either. I hope you don’t
mind but I asked someone else to join our meeting.”
Actually, Radcliffe did mind. This was her meeting and
typically there was a well-established protocol at Gray
Canyon for these “pre-termination” meetings. But
she trusted Hernandez and decided to let him proceed. “Sure, Rich, go ahead, interested to hear what-

ever you have to say here,” she offered. Hernandez
sent a quick text and minutes later a youngish looking woman entered the room. “Martha, meet Josie
Theodore. I would like to hire her to be our new ESG
analyst.” Now Radcliffe was genuinely annoyed. Had
Hernandez turned his dismissal meeting into a request
for a new hire? Pretty incredible for a guy whose fund
was the worst performer not just within Gray Canyon
but really one of the biggest under-performers globally. Yet given that she still had trust for Hernandez,
and some curiosity, she thought, “Why not? Nothing
to lose at this point.”
“Nice to meet you, Josie. Welcome to Gray Canyon.
So, Richard, tell me more about what you are thinking.”
Hernandez, for his part, had prepared for this exchange
for some time. His epiphany—to bring in Josie—was a bit
of a Hail Mary and an unorthodox move for a typically
conservative guy. But it came out of frustration with
the G-Ro portfolio. What he observed was a global oil
market that remained fairly tight, with steady demand
growth, plenty of geopolitical risk, and—most importantly—a massive contraction in new exploration and
production to replace resources that were declining
at a rate of about 3 percent a year.94 Historically, these
conditions had been a winner for the oil and gas sector,
but no longer.
“Martha, thanks for being open to this conversation.
Here’s my thesis: the old cyclical metrics and business

94 John Kemp, “Decline Rates Will Ensure Oil Output Falls in 2016,” Reuters, September 15, 2015, http://reuters.com/article/oil-production-kemp/
column-decline-rates-will-ensure-oil-output-falls-in-2016-kemp-idUKL5N11L26U20150915.
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model for the oil and gas sector need to go out the
window. From what I can see, the world still needs oil
and gas but the market no longer believes in the growth
case for the sector.”95
Hernandez crossed his arms and sat back. Radcliffe
waited for him to continue, and then realized he was
pausing to allow her process what he had said. Growing
a bit frustrated, she sighed: “Sorry Rich, help me out
here . . . how can the market still need oil and gas but
not see a growth case for the companies?”
“Well, that is what Josie and I have been working on.
There is a way to square that circle which I will explain
in a moment. But let me review the problem a bit more
first. We have several things happening here with oil
and gas. Yes, the market is over-supplied, particularly
with natural gas but even, to an extent, with oil. With
healthy supply, the traditional risk premia around geopolitical shocks in the Middle East have little role. As for
valuations, they are low and we do have a lot of deep
value investors sniffing around, and some consolidation
taking place.96 But everyone is struggling to see how
the sector gets back to the peaks in 2007 and 2011, so
why bother. That is particularly true when you consider
the growth outlook for other sectors, especially technology and health care.”
Radcliffe was interested. She had these conversations
with Susan Stanhope all the time. “Rich, I get all of that.
You know that Susan and I are queasy about the tech
sector valuations. Maybe they are looking as ridiculous
as oil in 2007. So why isn’t the market reacting, where
are the buyers for oil?” Rich looked at Josie, who had
been sitting quietly and a little awkwardly on the margins of the conversation. “Thanks Rich,” Josie said. “I
appreciate the opportunity to have a look at G-Ro and
share some of my views with you all.”
Josie’s father had been a petroleum engineer, and she
had spent her childhood in boarding school with regular visits to see him in locales from Yemen to Indonesia.
She was proud of her dad and his company, but frankly
sickened by some of what she had seen in these countries. Her father’s company was a well-respected operator, but poverty and environmental degradation were
too often found adjacent to the company’s spotless
and well-run facilities. Shaped by these childhood
memories, she followed a path to a joint Master of
Science in environmental sciences and business from
the University of Texas at Austin.

“Here is my view, Martha and Rich. There are some
good oil and gas companies out there with a fantastic business model that the market has not yet discovered. Or maybe it’s the case that the rest of the world
has not caught up yet. But we believe they are as close
to ‘future proof’ as you are likely to get in the energy
sector. As Rich says, the old business model is gone. In
Shark Briscoe’s day—and yes, we studied him at UT—
companies scoured the world for reserves and were
confident that the market would assign future value to
those reserves as the expectation was that population
and economic growth would sustain demand growth
on an ongoing basis. Companies that were skilled at
exploration and/or development of capital-intensive oil
and gas resources were greatly valued in the market.”
Martha weighed in: “Again, I get that. I can see the
market now hates that model. It is literally the most
out of favor segment of the entire market. But where
do we go from here?”97 Josie continued: “Let me talk
about future-proofing and how we see it. The oil and
gas sector can and will play a leading role in the global
transition to a low carbon economy. But the industry needs to get its act together to build two things
urgently: first, a more coherent narrative on where oil/
gas fits into the transition and, second, a clearer articulation of where the earnings growth is going to come
from as the companies adjust to the transition.”
Rich was happy with Josie’s fresh perspective. He was
loyal to Shark’s hard-working team of geologists and
economists, but had been desperate for a different
approach, especially knowing that was part of his mandate from Stanhope. Josie viewed the energy world as
one where the growth model would be constrained by
demand more so than supply. After graduating from
the University of Texas, she worked in the Obama
Administration as a as a staffer assigned to the US negotiating team for the Paris Agreement climate talks. Her
worldview was anchored by a deep sense that stricter
limits on GHG emissions were an inevitable reality that
would change oil and gas forever.
Rich picked up the discussion. “Martha, when Josie and
I met and started talking, we quickly realized that few if
any of the oil and gas companies in the G-Ro portfolio
could articulate a plan for adapting to a world where
climate change was becoming a dominant factor in the
growth outlook. Some had sustainability plans, emission reduction goals, and emerging portfolios of clean
tech, but virtually none had a plan to show how investors would benefit from these strategies. It’s almost as

95 Harry Dempsey, “Why US Energy Investors Are Experiencing a Crisis of Faith,” Financial Times, August 28, 2019, http://ft.com/content/71655bcac8c2-11e9-a1f4-3669401ba76f.
96 Claire Poole, “Oil and Gas Holding Steady Despite M&A Slump,” Dallas Business Journal, October 11, 2019, http://bizjournals.com/dallas/
news/2019/10/11/oil-gas-holding-steady-m-a-slump.html.
97 Lewis Krauskopf, “No Ready Spark Seen for Lagging U.S. Energy Shares.”
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FIGURE 5
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Martha had been encouraged, but suddenly felt ready
to end the meeting. “Look, Josie, you seem smart and
I can see why Rich wanted to hire you, or wants to hire
you, or whatever. But we are not a venture capital fund.
We are not going to bet on a bunch of early-stage technology that frankly sounds like pie in the sky.” Josie’s
stomach flipped a bit at Radcliffe’s sudden shift in tone,
but having been grilled by people like John Kerry and
Ernie Moniz in the Obama Administration helped her
to remain steady. “Respectfully, Martha, these technologies all exist and are commercial today. The missing
piece in some cases for these technologies is the right
public policy framework to help the technology get to
scale.” Martha replied “so you want us to bet on public
policy? That is even more of an unknown.”
Josie came right back without hesitation. “Martha, it’s a
bet on timing of public policy but not direction or outcome. Think about it this way. Most of the ‘deep decarbonization’ scenarios out there still have significant
oil and gas demand well into the future. The 2019 IEA
World Energy Outlook shows 67 mm bpd of oil demand
and natural gas demand at 3854 bcm per year, which
is a 30 percent drop in oil and almost no growth in natural gas.103 But someone still needs to produce that oil
and gas (Figures 2 and 3). In the ESG community, we
see it as our job to make sure that capital is allocated
to the cleanest, lowest GHG, and most socially responsible producers. But other than the divestment crowd,
most of us look at these IEA numbers and realize that

98 “Net Zero: Why Is It Necessary?” Energy & Climate Intelligence Unit, September 17, 2018, http://eciu.net/briefings/net-zero/net-zero-why.
99 “Oil and Gas Climate Initiative Announces Progress towards Methane Target and New CCUS Initiative to Scale up Actions towards Climate Goals,” Oil
and Gas Climate Initiative, September 23, 2019, http://oilandgasclimateinitiative.com/oil-and-gas-climate-initiative-announces-progress-towardsmethane-target-and-new-ccus-initiative-to-scale-up-actions-towards-climate-goals/.
100 “Commercial EOR Projects Using Anthropogenic Carbon Dioxide,” Carbon Capture and Sequestration Technologies at MIT, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, September 30, 2016, http://sequestration.mit.edu/tools/projects/index_eor.html.
101 “Zero Routine Flaring by 2030,” The World Bank, accessed December 22, 2019, http://worldbank.org/en/programs/zero-routine-flaring-by-2030.
102 “The Future of Hydrogen,” International Energy Agency, June 2019, http://iea.org/reports/the-future-of-hydrogen.
103 World Energy Outlook 2019, International Energy Agency, 2019, p.38.
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FIGURE 6
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oil and gas are not going away. The companies that can
handle net zero emissions will get our capital.”
Martha was thoughtful. “You make it sound like government doesn’t matter here. That these changes are
being driven by markets.” Josie smiled. “Yes, that is
my view. In the US alone there are $3 trillion in climate
focused ESG funds. I think markets are pressuring companies and governments. As the oil and gas companies
decarbonize in response to the market, governments
will follow.” Picking up the thread, Richard added “and
if the governments drag their feet on decarbonization—like we are seeing in the US right now—then the
growth for oil and gas may be more sustained than
suggested in the ‘peak demand’ scenarios such as the
Sustainable Development case from IEA.” “Maybe so,”
Martha added, “but what about stranded assets? Most
of our customers think oil and gas doesn’t fit into the
Paris Agreement framework and we need a Green New
Deal with 100 percent renewables.”104
“That’s not our finding,” replied Rich. “We have done our
own modeling, worked with the best consultants, and
surveyed IEA, OPEC and other forecasters. The consensus is that natural gas will be a cleaner substitute
for coal-fired electric power and an enabler of intermittent renewable resources. Eventually we may be talking
about gas with CCS or hydrogen, but gas has good
runway. As for oil, yes there are some peak demand scenarios, but 67 mm bpd in 2040 is still a lot. We note that

fossil fuels will still attract an annual $US555 billion in
investment in 2040 under the Sustainable Development
Scenario—not as much as the annual $1.06 trillion in the
Stated Policies case but still a huge number.” (Figure 4)
As Martha wrote some notes, Josie jumped in. “Martha,
I thought this quote from Ben Van Beurden at Shell was
totally on point. He was quoted in Reuters on October
15 saying ‘I don’t think [investors] will flee for the justified concern of stranded assets . . . (It is) the continued
pressure on our sector, in some cases to the point of
demonization, that scares asset managers.’105
Hernandez was feeling much better than he had when
he saw the grim look on Radcliffe’s face at the beginning
of the meeting. Josie was a rock star and had clearly
impressed the hard-to-impress Radcliffe. “Thanks,
Josie. That was fantastic. Martha, let me know if you
want to talk about what this means for the companies
in our portfolio. We both know that a clear strategic
view of the future isn’t worth anything unless we see
earnings growth follow.”

PART 2: THE COMPANIES

“J

osie mentioned that we have found companies with
‘future proof’ models. It might be more accurate to
say we have a few different oil and gas producers here
each representing a different pathway to keep oil and
gas profitable for investors in the low carbon transition.
Not certain of course who will have the best model, but

104 Matt Mace, “Oil and Gas Companies Risking $2.2trn in Stranded Assets during Low-Carbon Transition, Report Warns,” Euractiv.com, September 6,
2019, http://euractiv.com/section/energy/news/oil-and-gas-companies-risking-2-2trn-in-stranded-assets-during-low-carbon-transition-reportwarns/.
105 Ron Bousso, “Exclusive: No Choice but to Invest in Oil, Shell CEO Says,” Reuters, October 15, 2019, http://reuters.com/article/us-shell-climateexclusive/exclusive-no-choice-but-to-invest-in-oil-shell-ceo-says-idUSKBN1WT2JL.
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we want to offer our customers a portfolio of companies that have credible future proofing plans inclusive
of strong ESG performance metrics.”
“I love the idea of going back to our insurance and
pension guys with that kind of portfolio,” Martha said,
“but go back to divestment. How do we address that?”
Richard looked at Josie. “Josie and I don’t fully agree on
this, but I don’t think we can do anything to bring the
divestment crowd back to oil and gas. I think we should
focus on solutions for the investors who are elevating
ESG considerations but not ruling out any fuels, technologies, or policy solution in an arbitrary way.” Josie
wanted to support her prospective boss: “That’s right,”
she added, “the divestment crowd looks to have about
$19tn assets under management globally. And a lot of
that is coal or oil sands, and not all oil and gas. But, most
importantly, we see about $17.5tn assets under management with an ‘ESG integration’ mandate—meaning no
sector exclusions but only investing in the objectively
and measurably best when it comes to sustainability
and governance.”106 (Figure 5)
“Well, I like the sound of that,” Martha said with a smile.
“With G-Ro we have great shareholder relationships
with all of these oil and gas companies and a lot of institutional knowledge—talk about a stranded asset! If we
can help these companies reposition for growth and
long-term viability in the low carbon economy, then
great! So, let’s hear your picks.”
Josie and Martha looked at Rich expectantly. He felt
better about his career than he had an hour ago, but
this was the key moment. Not the strategy or vision but
the stock picks. He was ready to give it his best shot and
put forward the three recommendations that he, Josie,
and the team had spent months vetting and modeling.
“Yes, Martha, I am recommending a significant increase
in our holdings of the following three names. We have
kept some cash on the sidelines over the past two
quarters and we are ready to buy. We like Fairway
Energy Solutions (FES), OneWorld Energy (ONER),
and Generation Oil (GEN). These are the companies
that will get G-Ro back on track and reposition the
portfolio. Also, there is diversification here between
strategies that helps us hedge against uncertainties in
the timing of the transition.
“My first pick is FES. Fairway is sunsetting their oil production and going to be down to 10 percent of capex
on oil by 2030. They are focusing on mature brown-

field oil assets, entirely in OECD countries, with a typical capital cycle of no more than 10 years. In other
words, they want all their cash out of oil by 2040. Gas
is steady—our investment is tied to their acquisition
of a well-established Haynesville shale gas producer.”
Martha interrupted: “Ugh, the Haynesville, that reminds
me of what Shark left us with after retirement—a bunch
of impaired balance sheets—are you serious?” Rich
laughed: “Yeah, I know. We have worked those out of
the portfolio and FES will be acquiring the Haynesville
producer at a valuation that is 300 percent lower than
the last one Shark did in 2010.”
Martha was stunned. “How is that possible? What is
wrong with them?” “Nothing,” Rich replied calmly,
“other than maybe a lack of buyers. Our acquisition
is contingent on a long-term supply contract that will
feed into US Gulf Coast LNG and we think can close
in the next 30 days.” Josie jumped in here to add “we
love exporting US LNG to Asia, and we support the
company’s plan to seek Article 6 carbon credits for the
emissions reductions generated when their LNG displaces coal in Asia.”107 (Figure 6) Martha laughed and
said, “ok good start, my head is spinning here, but tell
me more.” Josie continued. “Final point on FES. Part
of their Haynesville strategy is a package of wind turbines that feed into the regulated power market in the
southeast US. Stable, predictable income under a longterm offtake agreement with a AA+ buyer. And they
are going to use our investment to take a 49 percent
non-operating stake in a Spanish solar field. Same deal,
long-term offtake with a AAA utility buyer.”
Rich was feeling pretty good about the pitch so far and
offered his summary: “FES is a winner. I like the gradual nature of the transition in their business model and
the realistic timelines. And I like renewables but prefer
them in well-regulated markets like Spain and the US.
Lower returns but predictable and reliable. Ultimately,
they have the right complementary fit between gas and
renewables. They will show them working together, not
in opposition. Particularly when that Haynesville LNG
goes to Spain to back up the solar. And you should see
their board: two Nobel Prize winners.”
Josie, eager and sensing the moment was ready to
pitch her favorite, OneWorld, spoke up: “Rich, may
I move on to ONER?” Rich gave the nod and Josie
began. “We were looking for the most credible player
in technologies for GHG mitigation that I mentioned
above. In terms of the independents, ONER is it. They
have credible, scalable projects in three key technolo-

106 2018 Global Sustainable Investment Review, Global Sustainable Investment Alliance, March 28, 2018, http://gsi-alliance.org/wp-content/
uploads/2019/03/GSIR_Review2018.3.28.pdf.
107 “Emerging Opportunities for Carbon Markets & Climate Finance,” PowerPoint Presentation, International Emissions Trading Association, World Bank
Technical Dialogue, Barcelona, May 22, 2017, http://thepmr.org/system/files/documents/Session%201_IETA.pdf.
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An oil pumpjack and wind turbines seen together in West Texas, January 28, 2011. Flickr/David Ingram

gies: CCS, methane reduction, and hydrogen. Adding
in their biofuels business, they will have 50 percent of
capex in clean tech by 2030, with the balance in gas.”
“That sounds aggressive” mused Martha, “can they
make money?” “We think yes,” replied Josie, “for CCS
they have an offtake agreement for the captured CO2
to be used for enhanced oil recovery. For methane,
their zero-flaring model will put them immediately to
the top of the ESG screens in the space. Hydrogen is
longer-term, but we figure BMW is a good partner to
have.” “BMW?” exclaimed Martha, “I had no idea.”
Rich shifted the discussion to gas. “Remember, ONER
is a top gas producer but they have a different strategy. They don’t agree with our view on US LNG, and
they like the valuations and geology in other markets.”
Martha asked the obvious question: “What other markets?” “Well,” Rich replied, “hear me out, but they like
China and Algeria. And we agree.” Martha exhaled
loudly and said “ok, I’m game, convince me.” Rich was

ready. “Three quick points. One, from a diversification
perspective we like gas exposure that is oil-linked or
at least at a different benchmark than Henry Hub. Two,
there is political risk, but we like our local partners and
their ability to help us manage government relations.
We have scrubbed the partners thoroughly for corruption and reputation and they came back clean as can be.
Lastly, this is a really big coal-to-gas play. China is ripping out residential coal boilers as quickly as possible
and building out city gas connections for cleaner air.108
ONER and its partner will be on the leading edge of
that. For Algeria, the assets are dirt cheap and there is
under-utilized pipe across the Mediterranean to Italy.
We have a major Italian utility as a buyer. The Italians
still have 10 percent of their power from coal109 and our
plan is to use the Algerian gas to bring it to zero. We
think ONER can also negotiate equity in the new gasfired capacity and have a fully integrated asset. Their
strategy is future proof and ready made for the low

108 Viola Zhou, “Chinese Families Face Sub-Zero Temperatures amid Pollution Crackdown,” South China Morning Post, July 20, 2018, http://scmp.com/
news/china/policies-politics/article/2120958/pollution-fight-cold-comfort-families-without-heating.
109 Stephen Jewkes, “Italy Proposes Phasing out Coal Power Plants by 2025,” Reuters, October 24, 2017, http://reuters.com/article/italy-energyidAFS8N1KP009.
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carbon transition. Even if the EU curtails gas, we think
CCS economics will be favorable.”110
Martha smiled. “Well you guys are two for two. Let’s
hear number three. Talk to me about Generation Oil.”
“Absolutely,” said Rich, “this is a different angle yet
again. The play for GEN is to be the clean oil producer
and the top of everyone’s ESG list. It’s a bit of a gamble
for sure but they have credible plans for net zero-emissions deepwater production in Guyana using hydroelectric power from onshore. In Nigeria, they have
incredible cutting-edge plans to use solar and wind to
power offshore operations.111 They have sovereign backstop from Japan and the UK governments. Too bad the
World Bank and IFC are out of oil because these are
exactly the kind of projects in exactly the kind of countries they should be funding.”112 “And here’s the kicker,”
added Josie, “the lifting costs even with the electrification are about $11/barrel, which is super competitive.
And well-positioned even for the 67mmbpd world in
the Sustainable Development Scenario.” Rich continued: “We feel we should use Gray Canyon and G-Ro
to advocate for clean oil and the companies that are
investing in net zero technologies. If we don’t, who will?
It won’t be the divestment guys.”

ments flip to the “inevitable policy response” that the
UN Principles for Responsible Investment was talking
about implementing by 2025?113 Or would populist
backlash against carbon pricing114 and massive challenges in funding and scaling renewables continue?115
On the other hand, Martha was inherently contrarian
and suspicious of the consensus. She felt that Rich and
Josie had nailed some of the misinterpretations in the
ESG data – there is a heck of a lot more going on there
beyond divestment. They had also articulated the market’s failure to see that at least some oil and gas companies would be able to reposition and capture ongoing
demand. She loved the idea of G-Ro being reborn as
a best-in-class allocator of capital to the oil and gas
sector’s most innovative and green firms. But was Rich
the right guy to run it, or Josie? Maybe the truly disruptive thinking of Josie would be key despite her relative inexperience.
So that’s why they pay me the big bucks, Martha
thought to herself, making big decisions that feel like
smart gambles at the best of times. “Ok, guys,” she said,
“here is what I am prepared to do…”

Martha took off her glasses and rubbed her forehead.
She could see the relief on Rich’s face and the enthusiasm from Josie, who was all but bouncing in her seat.
She had to admit to herself that Rich had pulled off the
near impossible. Despite abysmal fund performance, he
and his new protégé had come pretty close to saving
his job by presenting a very sound and fresh outlook
for the sector and its potential opportunities for G-Ro
and Gray Canyon. She also knew, however, that Susan
Stanhope would be even more skeptical about the risks
and unknowns in the model and strategy put forward
by Rich and Josie. If the market was trending toward
slower growth for natural gas and a peak for oil, did it
really matter when that took place? Part of her thought
it felt like a one way bet for a sector that would never
get back to peak growth levels and valuations.
And what about the geopolitics of energy? Whether
bullish or bearish, the whole strategy had a big bet built
in on geopolitics and government policy choices on climate that would have to be managed. Would govern-

110 Sonja van Renssen, “EU Rethinks Future Gas Strategy in Light of ‘European Green Deal,’” Euractiv.com, October 2, 2019, http://euractiv.com/section/
energy-environment/news/eu-rethinks-future-gas-strategy-in-light-of-european-green-deal/.
111 Bobby Magill, “Offshore Wind Could Power Oil Platforms and Solidify Industries,” Bloomberg Environment, May 7, 2019, http://news.
bloombergenvironment.com/environment-and-energy/offshore-wind-could-power-oil-platforms-and-solidify-industries.
112 Larry Elliott, “World Bank to End Financial Support for Oil and Gas Extraction,” The Guardian, December 12, 2017, http://theguardian.com/
business/2017/dec/12/uk-banks-join-multinationals-pledge-come-clean-climate-change-risks-mark-carney.
113 “What Is the Inevitable Policy Response?” United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment, September 8, 2019, http://unpri.org/inevitable-policyresponse/what-is-the-inevitable-policy-response/4787.article.
114 Leslie Hook, “Climate Change: Populism vs Paris,” Financial Times, December 2, 2018, http://ft.com/content/acd0e8b6-f3d2-11e8-ae55-df4bf40f9d0d.
115 Pathways to Scale Finance for Renewable Energy, Rescale, World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2016, http://docs.wbcsd.
org/2016/11/Pathways-to-scale-finance-for-renewable-energy.pdf.
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